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ABSTRACT
The main aim of the work reported in this thesis was to investigate and develop ways of 
increasing the throughput of a multiplexer for voice calls by introducing some intelligence 
into it so tha t the voice frames with least subjective significance are discarded. The discarded 
frames of the corresponding users are faithfully reconstructed at the receiver.
The proposed intelligent multiplexer simulations are based on to tal five frame discarding 
techniques; three criterion and two non criterion based techniques. It is concluded that 
frame discarding techniques and Lost Frame Reconstruction (LFR) have a great potential 
of bandwidth savings. Generally criterion based frame discarding techniques perform better 
than none criterion based schemes. Digital Speech Interpolation (DSI) advantage) is achieved 
for monologue speech at 3% frame discarding rate, i.e., 1.33. For dialogue speech a DSI 
advantage of 2.0, can be achieved at 3% frame loss rate as indicated by analysis.
The bandwidth efficiency can be increased by designing LFR schemes tha t can cater for 
changing characteristics of the speech signal, such as transitional regions of speech. The 
additional increase can also be achieved by investigating frame discarding techniques based 
on the perceptual importance of the speech signal.
This thesis consists of 7 chapters. In the first 2 chapters the introduction of thesis and 
the background of Speech Interpolation (SI), systems employing Time Assignment Speech 
Interpolation (TASI), Digital Speech Interpolation (DSI) and LFR techniques are described. 
In the third chapter, the low bit rate speech coding is covered. In chapter 4 statistical 
measures of speech temporal parameters, such as talkspurts and silences are presented. These 
measures are then used for the simulation of talkspurts and silences by 2-state Markov model 
to represent speech sources. Also the tools and techniques developed for simulation are 
presented in chapter 4. The chapters 5-7 of the thesis consists of simulation results and 
suggestions for further work.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 Prologue
A thin route transmission link is a point-to-point link of a limited capacity. Examples of 
such end-to-end connections include leased lines, Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) 
links and other private radio links. In communication systems, among many parameters the 
channel bandwidth is a dear commodity. It is customary that during a telephone conversation 
one talker pauses while the other speaks. Measurements have shown tha t speech is present 
for approximately 40% of the time which implies tha t there is a scope for increasing the 
bandwidth utilisation of the link by a factor of 2.5.
Delay sensitive services such as real-time speech and video are often provided through Time 
Division Multiplexing (TDM) wherein bandwidth efficiency is limited by the input circuits. 
Bandwidth efficiency is typically increased for speech by employing techniques such as Time 
Assignment Speech Interpolation (TASI) for analogue and Digital Speech Interpolation (DSI) 
for digital domain. The main principle of TASI and DSI is utilisation of the inactivity period 
of each user.
Considering a 64 kb/s channel, and a 6.4 kb/s speech codec employed on each input telephone 
link ten users can be accommodated on the channel by using simple TDM. When more than 
ten users are connected at the input of the channel, some of the additional user’s traffic bursts 
(i.e encoded speech data) have to be blocked or discarded. The discarded frames of sources
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will have to be reconstructed. The technique which does this job is known as Lost Frame 
Reconstruction (LFR).
Speech is the most prevalent and convenient means of communication between human beings. 
Speech communication can be classified into two modes: dialogue (a normal conversational 
speech) and monologue (a commentary type speech). In a normal telephone conversation 
(full duplex) mode, each user speech contain 40% talkspurts and 60% silence. Whereas, in 
monologue speech, activity is 80% and silence is only 20% of the time. Detection of these 
gaps in both modes of speech provide opportunity for bandwidth saving of communication 
channels. Thus maximum bandwidth saving capability in conversational speech is 2.5 and in 
monologue speech is 1.25. The Digital Speech Interpolation (DSI) advantage is defined as “ 
the ratio of the number of input sources to the number of the output links (n /c) ” . The DSI 
advantage of 2.5 or 1.25, can be achieved if (a) the number of output links for sharing is high 
and (b) the sophisticated DSI techniques are applied, including Voiced Activity Detection 
(VAD) to utilise silence periods.
The transatlantic cable networks in 1960, employed the VAD, and statistically multiplexed 
many analogue sources on their network. The Time Assignment Speech Interpolation (TASI) 
advantage of around 2.0 was achieved at around 37 links, including signalling information, 
with a freeze-out of 2% speech talkspurts of a 50 ms duration. This was followed by the 
development of digital techniques [23], these were more flexible, and more advantageous than 
analogue technique. At present, in digital domain, DSI advantage of 2.0 has been achieved 
by sharing 24 links [5] [52] [67].
Multiplexing techniques, historically has been evolved with the evolution of the communica­
tion networks. For example, statistical multiplexing was developed from TDM technique and 
in late 80’s packet based multiplexing technique was developed for packet data networks [14]. 
The packet based multiplexing is an advanced stage of STDM. So far multiplexing techniques 
are developed for higher transmission links and considering the higher rate ( 64 kb/s, 32k b /s 
and 16 kb/s) speech sources. The multiplexing for low bit rate links with compressed speech 
has not been investigated.
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The purpose of this research is to simulate a thin route (low capacity, low traffic density), 
such as a Single Channel Per Carrier (SCPC) 64 kb/s link. Considering each input source of
6.4 kb/s, on a 64 kb/s link, 10 sources can be multiplexed. Applying VAD for each source 
and statistically multiplexing them, higher DSI advantage of around 2.5 can be achieved. 
Additional bandwidth saving can be achieved by frame discarding techniques during sudden 
surge of talkspurts. Speech quality loss due to frame discarding can be reconstructed by LFR 
and the effects of lost frames can be mitigated. To maintain speech quality selected speech 
frames can be discarded. It is believed tha t the loss of criterion based frames could perform 
better than none criterion based frame discarding
1.1.1 Thesis Outline
The concept of TASI and DSI, their brief history and systems employing these are discussed 
in chapter 2. The TASI or DSI advantage for monologue and dialogue speech, and techniques 
upon which the maximum bandwidth advantage can be achieved, such as VAD, and infor­
mation bit regulating techniques are also described. The Lost Frame Reconstruction (LFR), 
and its possible use as a DSI technique in statistical multiplexing is also reviewed in this 
chapter.
In chapter 3 the Codebook Excited Linear Prediction (CELP), its building blocks and quality 
degradation aspects of the CELP coding algorithm are discussed. The enhanced version of 
CELP, i.e., Pulsed Residual Excited Linear Prediction (PRELP) is then described briefly. 
Post-processing techniques, such as post-filtering, their impact and improvement over quality 
are given in this chapter.
A detailed account of the tools, techniques, their use in simulation of Statistical Time Divi­
sion M ultiplexing (STDM) and including the concept of Discontinuous Transmission (DTX) 
are given in chapter 4. This is followed by the speech database upon which the statistical 
computation of the temporal parameters of speech (monologue) are computed. The details 
of the visual inspected talkspurts and silences, with and without hangover, and hangover ef­
fect on talkspurts and silences are presented. The hangover effects on the speech quality are
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also illustrated. Based on the extracted statistical parameters, the two state Markov model 
has been designed for simulating the VAD. The detailed design perspectives of the Markov 
model are also given in this chapter. The introduction of LFR technique, the recovery of the 
excitation parameters and effects of the random frame loss on speech quality are presented. 
This is followed by the use of LFR in a multiplexing environment.
In chapter 5, the application areas and the design of the multiplexer system are presented. 
The speech coder specification, operational scenario of multiplexer simulation and an overview 
of signalling and control information are detailed. The detailed mathematical analysis in the 
context of dynamic talker activity model, the analysis of traffic load for both monologue 
and dialogue speech sources is presented. The detailed description of the concept of frame 
discarding in multiplexing and how bandwidth savings can be achieved is discussed. It is 
believed tha t 3% frame discarding rate can be allowed in multiplexing, with a minimal loss of 
quality. Five frame discarding concepts are discussed. In the first, random frame discarding, 
the frames of talkspurts are randomly picked for discarding. This is followed by the cyclic 
frame discarding technique, in this all users are forced to drop at least a single frame before 
they suffer the next frame loss. Three criterion based schemes, mean square error difference, 
energy difference and spectral envelope based frame discarding schemes are simulated. The 
idea is to consider the effect of perceptual importance of speech frames. The details of these 
are also presented in this chapter.
The detailed simulation results of all the frame discarding schemes are given in chapter 6. 
The DSI advantage and frame loss statistics of the simulation are compared with results 
obtained by analysis of the system. For each scheme, the loss of frame, objective speech 
quality measures Segmental Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNRseg) in time domain and Cepstrum 
Distance (CD) in frequency domain are presented. The Mean Opinion Score (MOS) results 
for all these schemes are also presented. Further criterion based frame sensitivity tests are 
carried out, they indicate the percentage of frame loss and full capability of the criterion 
based frame discarding techniques. The effects of the loss of frames based on the sensitivity 
and related thresholds are also presented in this chapter.
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Finally the conclusion and an overview of this thesis is presented in chapter 7. Some future 
work guide lines are highlighted upon which further improvements can be made. Suggestions 
for further work and other suggestions are made at the end of this thesis.
1.1.2 Original Achievem ents
1. Introduction of Markov model to represent speech sources.
2. The concept of speech frame discarding in multiplexing.
3. Design, modelling of random and cyclic frame discarding techniques.
4. Formulating and modelling of three criterion based frame discarding techniques, (a) 
mean square error difference, (b) frame energies and (c) the Linear Prediction Coding 
(LPC) envelope distortion difference measures.
5. The concept of speech frame sensitivity issues based on criterion.
6. Concept and design of transm itter and receivers memory synchronisation in case of 
frame discarding in multiplexing environment.
C hapter 2
TRANSMISSION BANDW IDTH  
EFFICIENCY ENHANCEMENT  
TECHNIQUES
2.1 Introduction
Techniques such as frequency reuse, multi beam systems, sophisticated modulation schemes, 
demand assignment protocols, multiplexing, low bit rate coding and DSI have great potential 
of bandwidth savings. Among multiplexing techniques, Statistical Time Division Multiplex­
ing is a powerful technique for bandwidth savings.
Speech and video signals are characterised as having most bandwidth saving capability be­
cause these signals can be compressed and transm itted at much lower bit rates. The intro­
duction of low bit rate speech compression techniques, such as Adaptive Differential Pulse 
Code Modulation at 32 kb/s, and Linear Predictive Coding based techniques have proved 
to be most successful in maintaining a speech quality acceptable to customers. Low bit rate 
coders have the potential of bandwidth savings ratio of many times greater than Pulse Code 
Modulations systems; although speech quality can not be maintained up to the degree of the 
pulse code modulations.
In normal conversational speech in telephony each user is inactive for about 60% of the time, 
only 40% of the time are users using the channels. Ideally bandwidth during periods of
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non activity by the users can be utilised by other users only if efficient Activity Detection 
algorithms are employed in the system. Transatlantic submarine systems introduced such a 
system and a TASI advantage of about two was achieved over 40 channels. Soon after, DSI 
systems were introduced for satellite communications. DSI systems have more bandwidth 
saving capability than analogue systems.
In sections 2 .2 , analogue multiplexing and TASI are outlined. In sections 2.3 digital m ulti­
plexing and DSI benefits are explained. Section 2.4, telephone exchanges, circuit switching 
and packet switching mode of connections are briefly explained. Finally, in sections 2.5 and 
2 .6 , low bit rate speech coding and frame substitution techniques, new DSI techniques, and 
their potential for bandwidth savings are discussed respectively.
2.2 Analogue M ultiplexing
Multiplexing of various parallel sub-channels in frequency over a common single broad band 
channel is the foremost technique amongst all other techniques used in analogue telephone 
speech communication networks.
Since the introduction of Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) in the early 1960’s, before 
the introduction of digital networking technology, this was the dominant technique employed 
in all communication networks for the best resource utilisation. The reasons for its popularity 
and dominance are given below:
1. It was quite appropriate for analogue speech signal multiplexing and simplicity.
2. The electronic technology at that time was not developed such as ( Digital switching, 
modems, amplifiers and modulators etc) to support and develop digital techniques and 
employ them cost effectively.
3. In addition, analogue to digital representation of speech signals (compression) was not 
developed, such as low-bit rate LPC based speech compression, so tha t the original 
signal can be represented and transm itted across the network more efficiently and cost
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effectively.
2.2.1 FD M  M ultiplexing Concept
W ithin the FDM arrangement, simultaneous communications can be carried out, because 
these bands are spectrally separated by the guard band. These guard bands act as buffer 
zones to reduce and prevent frequency drift occurring on one band from interfering with a 
signal carried on an adjacent band [7] [74].
The main problem which affects the performance of this scheme is tha t the allocation of sub­
bands to the users are fixed. In the case of idle users, when users have nothing to transm it, 
the allocated sub-bands of those particular users will be wasted and can not be used by 
any other users. This non flexible nature of allocations to the users is the main cause of 
inefficiency in terms of bandwidth utilisation of the system. Also the guard bands which 
are needed for signal integrity and protection is another parameter which occupies about ^ 
section of the band and is not used by the users.
For example, in existing systems as recommended by CCITT 12-channel FDM standard [62], 
300-3400 Hz out of each 4000 Hz sub-band is used for users transmission. The rest, i.e 0-300, 
and 3400-4000 of each sub-band is used for signalling, guard bands and control information. 
It can be seen tha t within this allocation arrangement, quite a significant portion of the 
frequency is used for overhead information. Of course this is needed for safer and secure 
communications but the bandwidth which is not used for the actual signal is wasted.
2.2.2 Tim e Assignm ent Speech Interpolation
TASI is a high speed switching and transmission system [34]. It is based on the realisation 
tha t traditional long distance circuits use separate pairs of wires or separate carrier channels 
to accommodate full duplex operations.
On average in duplex communications, each user is active less than 50% of the time. When 
silences or gaps between utterances are accounted for, it turns out tha t the average speaker is
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active approximately 40% of the time. It is clear that each duplex circuit is idle approximately 
60% of the time. The TASI systems exploit this fact to effectively double the capacity of the 
circuits. The very early systems were developed for transatlantic submarine cable TAT-1 and 
TAT-2. The systems are analogue. Circuits are assigned to the talkers as soon as the speech 
is detected and disconnected as soon as the silence is detected. The user is, in fact given a 
virtual circuit which is available on demand. It is im portant to note tha t the assignment of 
the circuits are for the duration of the talkspurts.
2.2.2.1 TASI Advantage
The TASI advantage is defined as “ the ratio of the number of callers supported to  the 
number of circuits required to maintain the cutout fraction below the threshold ” . In normal 
conditions the maximum potential TASI advantage is 1/P ,  where P is the ratio of the time 
tha t actually used in a talkspurt. In conversational speech, user activity is about 40%. This 
means P  =  0.4, so the capacity savings capability for conversational speech systems is always 
above 2 .0 .
Maximum TASI advantage can not be achieved at a lesser number of channels availability. For 
example, an attem pt to interpolate two independent conversations on a single circuit would 
result in a large percentage of speech being lost, since the probability of both talkers being 
active simultaneously is high. However, with a large group of channels serving a large group 
of talkers, the variations in demand becomes much smaller. The TASI advantage achieved 
by early systems [40] [79] was twice the number (40) of channels available for transmission.
In the early 1970s, TASI technique was applied to small trunks group. As a result PLC-1 
Private Line Concentrator-1 was developed by Northern Telecommunications, Canada. By 
applying a talkspurt storage capability, the system capacity was raised by a factor of 2 , even 
with a small number of 24 transmission facilities [5].
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2.2.2.2 TASI Systems Speech Quality Aspects and Disadvantage
The TASI system has more than doubled bandwidth utilisation when compared with non 
TASI systems, but on the other hand, some quality loss occurs due to certain reasons as 
given below:
2.2.2.3 Competitive Clipping and Freeze-out
When a large number of independent conversations are contending for some smaller number 
of transmission channels, there is always a probability that the number of conversations 
demanding service will exceed the available transmission channels. This competition results 
in the clipping of the initial portion of speech spurts. The percentage of speech time lost due 
to such competition is called freeze-out fraction.
2.2.2.4 Connect Clipping
Since each conversation is connected to the channel on a talkspurt by talkspurt basis, during 
the time required to make the channel assignment and connect both parties, the speech 
can be clipped. This phenomenon is called connect clip and should be distinguished from 
the competitive clips. The effects of such clipping can be reduced by not disconnecting the 
channels in cases of light loading of the channels. Thus if the connection is made on a 
talkspurt basis the connect clip may change based on the talkspurt activity rates.
2.2.2.5 Speech Detector Clipping
Speech detector clipping is only dependent on the detector design parameters. Carefully 
optimised parameters and additional hangover time can avoid this clipping. By a suitable 
selection of hangover time frames and activity detection parameters, in addition to quality 
degradations, the additional switching and overhead information is also avoided. This keeps 
the continuity and smooth transition of connecting and disconnection the channels from users
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during talkspurts.
2.3 D igital M ultiplexing Techniques
The era of digital communications started in the 1960s, networks gradually started to carry 
digital coded bits instead of analogue signals. Simultaneously the analogue to digital speech 
representations Pulse Code Modulations (PCM) 64 kb/s [70] were introduced. Meanwhile 
two multiplexing standards, North American PCM-24 [63] and European PCM-30 systems 
[64] were introduced as primary multiplexing standards for digital telephone communication 
adopted for Public Switched Telephone Networks. The number of circuits supported by 
these multiplexing systems were still limited to the capacity of the systems, tha t is 24, and 
32 channels including the signalling channels by North American and European systems 
respectively. The maximum throughput is N f C  =  1 i.e. the ratio of the number of circuits 
supported to the number of channels within these systems, can be attained only during higher 
traffic intensity periods.
These systems divide the total transm itting time of the outlet channel into small Time Slots 
(TS), equal to the transmission time required for an individual source multiplexed on the 
link. The bit streams are (synchronously) taken from each tributary bit by bit or byte by 
byte and are placed into a TDM frame. Each frame starts with a synchronisation bit pattern, 
to indicate to the receiver end two things: the start of each frame, and each user’s location 
within the TDM frame. This enables the receiver to correctly detect the user’s data  for 
routing to the directed destinations.
2.3.1 D igital Speech Interpolation
DSI is a natural growth of analogue TASI concept. DSI is fundamentally an implementation 
of the TASI concept of processing speech spurt by digital techniques. This technique was 
proposed in 1970 [21]. DSI systems assign channels on a talkspurt activity basis. Two of 
its forms have been reported so far. The first technique is based on bit grabbing approach 
and second Speech Predictive Encoded Communications (SPEC) [23]. In case of overload
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instants, when the number of required channels is less than the required number of channels 
by the active users. The bit grabbing technique is applied in which, the least significant bits 
(the 8th  bit) of each incoming PCM coded sample is saved for over loading channels. The 
generation of these overloading channels which are used to virtually eliminate degradation 
due to competitive clipping.
The SPEC, on the other hand, compares the PCM samples previously transm itted and the 
current one by looking at the differences in quantising steps called the aperture. The value 
of the aperture is set such tha t the number of samples transm itted do not exceed the number 
of available transmission channel slots. A SPEC system is constrained so tha t the number of 
samples needing transmission never exceeds the number of transmission channels available. 
This is accomplished by using prediction to reduce the activity in entire sets of incoming 
channels. Both DSI and SPEC have the capability of avoiding the chance of competitive 
clipping and so it does not occur. The DSI advantage achieved as reported in [21] [23] is 
around 2.5.
2 .3 .1.1 D S I A dvan tages
DSI has a number of advantages over the analogue counter part TASI.
1. The digital voice detectors perform better than their analogue counterparts.
2. More precise and efficient switching of digital speech samples among channel slots of 
the TDM time frame is inherent in digital techniques.
3. An additional advantage of the digital implementations of TASI is the ability to expand 
the number of transmission channels to avoid freeze-out during instants of overload 
by re-appropriating the least significant bits of digital transmission time slots. This 
technique, known as channel augmentation by bit reduction, can be invoked during 
overload conditions to avoid excessive competitive speech clipping. Although, reducing 
the number of quantising levels per PCM time slot from 256 (8 bits) to 128 (7 bits) 
produces some quantisation noise. Hence bit reduction is often limited only for a
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fraction of time, and its noise presence is not very apparent.
4. The system is more flexible than the analogue TASI systems.
2.3.2 Statistical Tim e D ivision M ultiplexing
For speech communication, dynamic allocation and assignment techniques are the best for 
channel efficiency enhancement. The allocation of the slots to input data sources in this 
multiplexing technique is dynamic and depends on the detection of the talkspurt or speech 
burst. None of the users gets the slot on a permanent basis. Time slots are only assigned 
when a demand for the slot arises from all active user. Once a slot is allocated, it is then 
reserved for tha t user within each frame of the out going frame stream until the user is 
declared non active. A connection is thus based on a talkspurt basis which may be variable 
in size, from a few hundred ms to a few thousand ms. Once the talkspurt is transm itted then 
the allocated slot is freed and can be used for any other active user.
Most of the overhead in this system comes from the addressing information needed to identify 
the users at the other end plus framing bits. A 2-4 times bandwidth efficiency gain also known 
as service ratio, is achieved by STDM technique over TDM schemes as reported in [27]. The 
service ratio achieved by STDM for asynchronous data sources is higher than for synchronous 
sources. The asynchronous sources are generally characterised as low activity sources, but 
the synchronous sources are characterised by higher activity, so the service ratio obtained for 
the la tter case is lower than the former sources.
2.4 Telephone Exchanges
National communications networks are interconnected and provide the communications link 
between end users through telephone exchanges. There are a few stages of the exchanges in 
national networks of countries; such as local, junction, tandem, and international exchanges 
for international calls. Digital exchanges perform many functions which are supported by 
hardware and software such as multiplexers, switched control units (processors) memory
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connection units routing algorithms etc. A typical digital exchange may have digital and 
analogue lines at its inlets from other exchanges and subscribers. To enable any two users 
to communicate, the connections are made between them through the exchanges via control 
signalling which is required to be processed. Analogue signals cannot be directly processed 
through digital exchanges. They have to be converted into a digital bit stream by A /D  
modules available within the switching centres. To transm it them back to analogue outlets 
the reverse process D /A  is performed and then the analogue signal is transm itted.
2.4.1 Circuit Switching
Circuit switching is a space switching technique, before any call progresses through the net­
works, the circuit is reserved and a link is defined between the users. The connections are 
stabilised through the connection memories, by processing signalling information, and are 
continuously monitored and updated within the connection memories available in each ex­
change through which the call is progressed. As soon as the conversation is over the circuit is 
disconnected. Communication in such an arrangement is transparent and exchanges do not 
monitor any activity such as voice activity detections of the users.
2.4.2 Packet Switching
Packet switching is the modified version of the old message switching concept, which is still 
being used in telegraph networks. This is a store and forward service. The original message 
is segmented into short packets. Each of which consists of two types of information: control 
information and the actual data bits. In packet switching, furthermore two types of service 
are provided.
2.4.2.1 Datagram
In datagram  each packet is transm itted as soon as it is ready without advanced connection 
and defining the route of the data transmission. Each packet is floating in the network.
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Packets belonging to a given message may follow different routes. Some of the packets may 
get delayed and be received out off sequence. These are then correctly sequenced by the 
system or declared lost if they are delayed beyond a certain time period.
2.4.2.2 Virtual Circuit
This is more like the circuit switched connection. The connection between parties is made 
available through the control packets before actual transmission is carried out. All the suc­
ceeding packets may follow the same route and packet misalignment does not occur in such a 
connection. Packet switching is the modified version of not only message switching but sta­
tistical multiplexing techniques as well. Cell based, such as ATM and fast packet switching 
techniques are also the latest well known versions of packet switching.
Although this connection mode fundamentally has been developed for packetised data com­
munications, packetised speech communications are carried out too as mentioned in [9].
2.5 Private Branch Exchanges
Some customers, such as large companies, have internal extension telephones. Large com­
pany private networks usually employing circuits, leased from the public telecommunications 
operators. Their users are connected to one another and to lines from the public exchanges 
by PBXs. Their premises provide connections between their extensions either under control 
of a switching operator Private Manual Branch Exchanges (PMBX) or by dialling Private 
Automatic Branch Exchanges (PABXs).
The introduction of digital exchanges and systems, means tha t a digital switch is time shared 
by a number of channels. Each channel is periodically allocated a short slot during which 
it has exclusive access to a common path through the switch. Any audio telephone signal 
passing through the digital exchange has to be converted into digital form. Connections in 
digital exchanges between any two terminals are made in two ways. In space-division basis, 
where any inlet time slot is allocated the appropriate time slot on the outlet switch. If the
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same outlet slot is demanded by more than one caller, call blocking takes place. To minimise 
the blocking probability, Time-switching, in which the inlet channel can occupy any free slot 
on the outlet switch, is used. For this, a delay is set in the call, but this is not perceptually 
im portant and not noticeable by the users.
2.6 Low B it R ate Coding
Developments in new speech compression techniques have provided reasonable speech quality 
at various bit rates lower than 64 kb/s PCM. The use of low bit rate voice digitisation can 
significantly increase the bandwidth efficiency of the system. For example, on a 64 kb/s link, 
a single PCM coded speech user can be allocated. But two users can be accommodated on 
the same link if adaptive differential pulse-code modulation (ADPCM) 32 kb/s [16] is used. 
The capacity of the channel in this case is doubled. Linear Predictive coding methods [71] 
enable bit rates as low as 4.8 kb/s. But this was not the end of it, researchers are still working 
on new hybrid compression techniques to bring coding rates still lower and at the same time 
maintain the speech quality [33] [1].
Low bit rate coders have the capability to reduce the bits transm itted per speech sample. In 
PCM each single speech sample is coded by 8 bits sampling at 8 kHz, with 8000 s amples/s  
transm itted at 64 kb/s. Whereas in CELP at 4.8 kb/s a smaller number of bits is required to 
encode a single sample of speech. Assuming tha t the data link transm its at 64 kb/s as a single 
channel such as a PCM-30 system, a single user on PCM channel is accommodated. But on 
the other hand, with low bit rates of 6.4 k b /s, the same channel can be shared among 10 users. 
The service ratio here is 10 times greater than the PCM user. The capacity of the channels 
can still be increased by employing sophisticated DSI techniques by statistical multiplexing 
of the active users only. Such a multiplexer system based on low bit rate digitisation models 
can be provided in digital switching centres (PBXs) owned by the private companies for their 
communications and much benefit can be gained on bandwidth.
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2.7 Speech Frame Substitution Techniques
Many approaches have been discussed and employed to gain the maximum efficiency over 
the bandwidth of communications channels. The proposed techniques are mainly exploited 
in our proposed STDM design in addition to VAD.
Speech signals can be classified mainly into two parts. The first part consists of silence, which 
includes the short breaks, gaps, and pauses among words and or the portions of speech signal 
which are not declared by VAD as talkspurts. The other is an active part, the talkspurts 
which are declared by the VAD as active speech burst. W ithin talkspurts the speech signal 
can be classified in three regions, talkspurt onsets; the regions where actual talkspurt starts 
building up, the steady state region; where the signal is quasi periodic in nature, or non 
transitional regions and the third is talkspurt offsets, the decaying part of the talkspurts 
before the signal settles down to silence.
In low bit rate coding techniques, speech is coded on a frame by frame basis. The length of the 
frames varies typically from 20-30ms, the size of the frame is a compromise over the bit rate 
and speech quality. Each frame is encoded and transm itted to the decoder synchronously. In 
LPC-based coding three parameters: LPC, LTP and Codebook, parameters are extracted, 
optimally encoded, and then transm itted. The transm itted frames generate LTP and LPC 
filter memories, to be stored at both ends for the next frame.
The frame by frame filter parameters, in periodic or highly voiced regions of the talkspurt 
can be very close to each other. If the relationship of these parameters can be exploited, then 
it is possible tha t some of the frames do not need to be transm itted. In stead of transm itting 
those frames, can be reconstructed close enough from the previous frames parameters already 
available at the decoder. Thus bandwidth can be saved for selected frames.
Experimental studies show tha t randomly [66] 3% of speech frames can be reconstructed at 
the decoder with a minimum speech quality degradation. If N  number of users are considered 
at the input of the multiplexer environment, and each one of them forced to drop 3% of the 
frames, bandwidth savings can be achieved and allocated to active users.
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2.8 Concluding Remarks
Multiplexing is a means of providing a common channel to many customers for their data to 
be communicated. Low bit rate speech coding in addition to VAD, can further support users 
and they can be statistically multiplexed in a common channel.
The LFR techniques have great potential of bandwidth savings. Obviously the potential of 
frame substitution techniques comes from LFR efficiency for reconstructing frames. LFR 
techniques can be more effective if the segments of speech (frames) are discarded on the basis 
of perceptual importance of speech.
C hapter 3
LOW BIT RATE SPEECH 
CODING
3.1 Introduction
The Code-Excited Linear Predictive (CELP) coding algorithm developed by Atal and Schroeder 
in [65] [45] made major progress in the history of digital speech coding as it offered the po­
tential of encoding high quality speech at low bit rates. It is a widely recognised fact tha t 
CELP coding outperforms (in speech quality) all other speech coding techniques at bit rates 
in the 6 to 8 kb /s range. The CELP speech quality at around 8 kb/s is acceptable for most 
applications but at lower rates it needs to be improved, especially around 6 to 4 kb/s.
The CELP coder speech suffers from some inherent problems, such as excitation modelling 
and constraints on predictors order. To minimise the coder rate and maintain speech qual­
ity, some modifications needed to be done. Firstly, the design of the codebook excitation 
contribution in such a way as to cater for the changing characteristics of the speech signal, 
and secondly, to correct the short comings of the Short Term (ST) and Long Term (LT) 
predictors.
In section 3.2 standards for low bit rates are given in Table 3.1. The basic principle of LPC 
and two predictors formulation is presented in section 3.3. The CELP coding, Short Term 
Prediction (STP), Long Term Prediction (LTP) and codebook excitations are discussed in
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section 3.4. The Pulse Residual Excitation Linear Prediction Coding (PRELPC) is discussed 
in section 3.5. The concept of spectral shaping of pulsed codebook excitation is presented in 
section 3.6. Finally post-filtering and concluding remarks are discussed in sections 3.7 and 
3.8 respectively.
3.2 Speech Coding Standards and Applications
The main application areas for digital speech transmission include: (a) digital telephony 
systems which employs high and medium bit rates; (b) cellular digital mobile radio (DMR) 
systems, and (c) satellite fixed, mobile and leased line systems which employ medium and 
low bit rate coders. Table 3.1 provides a summary of various digital speech coding standards 
which are currently in use or advanced stages of development for some of those applications. 
Notwithstanding the advance of technology and emergence of optical fibre, speech compres­
sion in fixed networks is still a significant issue particularly for international links, whether 
they are satellites or cable, where speech compression is increasingly employed. The efficient 
use of the transmission medium permits lower tariffs, leading to increase of market share. 
In mobile communications, on the other hand, the limited available radio bandwidth makes 
speech compression essential for the provision of visible services. The rapid growth and 
the potential market of this service have boosted the speech coding research and put more 
demands on competing algorithms. There exists some speech coders such as the 13 kb/s 
long-term predictive regular pulse excited (RPE-LTP) codec in GSM, the 7.95 kb/s vector 
sum excited linear predictive (VSELP) codec in American mobile phone system (DAMPS), 
and the 6.7 kb/s VSELP codec in the Japanese digital communications (JDC) system [75].
There are also other im portant applications that require very low bit rate coders and con­
stitu te a very im portant market. Military communications, for instance, is one of the appli­
cations tha t use bit rates as low as 2.4kb/s where speech quality is of less objectives of high 
intelligibility and robustness to transmission conditions are achieved. The speech quality of 
these coding standards has been evaluated and presented in terms of subjective perceptions, 
tha t is Mean Opinion Score (MOS). The waveform coders such as Pulse Code Modulation
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(PCM) and adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM) attained the MOS score 
between 4 and 5. That means the quality is excellent without any noise and clicks. The lower 
coding standards attained lesser category of acceptance, and their MOS score vary between 
3 and 4, tha t is communication speech quality. The Coders below 4.8 kb/s so far has been 
reported to achieve synthetic quality, tha t quality suffers rever-berating, blasting, whistling 
and higher background noise level in speech quality.
Standard Year Coding Type Bit rate (Kb/s) MOS
ITU-G.711 1972 PCM 64 4.3
ITU-G.721 1984 ADPCM 32 4.0
ITU-G.726 1991 VBR-ADPCM 16,24,32 and 40 2.0,3.2,4.0 and 4.2
ITU-G.727 1991 Embedded-ADPCM 16,24,32 and 40 -
ITU-G.728 1992 LD-CELP 16 4.0
ITU-G.729 1995 CSA-CELP1 8.0 4.0
ITU-G.723 1995 A/MP-MLQ CELP1 5.27/6.3 communication
ITU 1998 (to be defined) 4 (toll)
Inmarsat-B 1985 APC 9.6/16 communication
Sky-phone
(Inmarsat-aero)
1989 BT-MPLPC 8.9 3.5
Inmarsat-M 1990 IMBE 4.15 3.4
GSM
Full-Rate
1989 RPE-LTP 13 3.7
GSM
Half-Rate
1994 VSELP 5.6 3.5
GSM-EFR 1995 ACELP 12.2 4.0
DAMPS IS-54 
Full-Rate
1991 VSELP 7.95 3.6
IS-95 1991 Qualcomm CELP 1,2,4 and 8 3.5
JDC Japanese 
Full-Rate
1991 VSELP 6.7 communication
JDC Japanese 
Half-Rate
1993 PSI-CELP2 3.45 communication
American 
DOD FS1016
1990 CELP 4.8 3.0
American 
DOD FS1015
1984 LPC-10 2.4 synthetic
TETRA 1994 ACELP 4.56 communication
Table 3.1: Some digital speech coding standards
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3.3 Linear Predictive Coding of Speech
Linear prediction is a well known method of removing the redundancy in a signal. For speech, 
the prediction is done most conveniently in two separate prediction stages. The first prediction 
is based on the short-time spectral envelope of speech, well known as Shot Term Prediction 
(STP), and second prediction is based on periodic nature of the spectral fine structure. The 
short-time spectral envelope of speech is determined by the frequency response of the vocal 
tract and for voiced speech also by the spectrum of glottal pulse. The spectral fine structure 
arising from the quasi periodic nature of voiced speech is determined mainly by the pitch 
period. The structure for unvoiced speech is random and cannot be used for prediction.
Linear predictive coding has emerged as one of the most powerful technique for reducing the 
amount of information used for speech transmission and bandwidth savings of the communi­
cation link. LPC model-based coding depend heavily upon the coding of the speech source 
model parameters. Here the model parameters are coded and transm itted rather than the 
actual speech signal, unlike waveform coders such as PCM and Adaptive PCM where each 
individual sample is encoded separately.
In source coding of speech, the speech signal is regarded as the output from a slowly time- 
varying parametric speech production model of vocal tract. The most widely used model 
of the vocal tract is the linear predictive (LP) model. In LP modelling, the vocal trac t is 
regarded as an acoustic tube excited by a separate excitation signal. This model can thus be 
simplified into an excitation source and a low order filter. This filter is used to extract the 
short term correlations between speech samples in linear predictive coding (LPC).
Thus, LPC is based on a model that requires both the determination and estimation of 
the model parameters. The desired filter coefficients aj  can be estimated either by using the 
Least Mean Square (LMS) error criterion or Maximum Likelihood (ML) measure [73]. On the 
whole, the ML criterion yield a slightly higher overall modelling accuracy as reported in [76]. 
But due to a simple set of linear equations that are relatively simple to solve, as compared 
to the set of non-linear equations in the case of ML, the LMS is preferred and reported
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in [60] [41]. The sets of equations can be solved by using many methods, Autocorrelation 
Method (AM), Covariance Method (CM) and Lattice Method(LM), the detailed account of 
these methods are given in [38]. The model parameters and excitation are coded and then 
transm itted as binary streams. Determination of the filter parameters has been relatively 
standardised. However, the modelling of the excitation by various methods has been led to 
a generic class of LP-based coding schemes.
Prediction based on the spectral envelope involves relatively short delay. The predictor can 
be characterise in the z-domain [26].
p
Ps (z)  =  J 2a-kZ -k (3.1)
k=l
Where z -1 represents a delay of one sample interval and a l ,  a2 ...,ap are p predictor coeffi­
cients. The value of p typically is 10 for speech sampled at 8 kHz. Higher values may often 
be desired but for additional coefficients additional bits are required, and certainly this will 
increase over-all bit rate of the coder.
The quasi-periodic nature of the signal remains although to a lesser extent in the residual 
(difference) signal obtained after the prediction on the basis of spectral envelope. The adjacent 
pitch periods in voiced speech show considerable similarity. The periodicity can be removed 
from the difference signal by the Long Term Predictor (LTP). The LTP predictor for the 
difference signal can be characterised in the z-domain notation by the following equation.
Pa(z)  =  Y ,  h ^ D+k) (3.2)
k=-I
Where (3 is the gain and D  represents relatively a long delay within the range of 2ms-20ms, 
and I  which is 2 /  +  1 is the order of the filter. In most cases this delay corresponds to pitch 
periods or possible multiples of pitch periods. Normally at low bit rates, a single tap LTP is 
used. But higher order filters provide better performance and high gain than low order filters 
[58]. For a single tap filter the delay D  and the gain (3 are optimised and transm itted. The 
remaining signal after the LT Predictors contribution is taken away from the signal, should
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look like a white Gaussian noise. In standard LPC based speech coding techniques, the signal 
after predicting Short Term (ST) correlations and Long Term (LT) correlations, is modelled 
by the fixed codebook, each vector within the codebook is filled with Gaussian noise.
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Figure 3.1: The concept of a CELP encoder
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Figure 3.2: CELP decoder
3.4 C odebook E xcited Linear Predictive Coding
The conceptual block diagram of two time varying filters and a Gaussian codebook is shown 
in Fig.3.1 and 3.2 for encoder and decoder respectively. This simplified block diagram mainly
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consists of three blocks, Short-Term Prediction, Long-Term Prediction and a random code­
book. The parameters of these predictors STP, LTP and the codebook are optimised and 
estimated in many ways [41]. If these estimated parameters are accurate, the synthesised 
speech will sound the same as original speech. Because of the limitations of the coding build­
ing blocks the estimated filter parameters case as the estimation errors, in a result speech 
quality suffers degradations.
The standard CELP algorithm is explained step by step as follows and its block diagram is 
shown in Fig. 3.3.
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Select 
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for minimun error
Select 
Index and Gain
for minimum error
Codebook
Figure 3.3: Block diagram of the standard CELP algorithm
1. The input speech signal s(n), is stored into frames of around 20 to 30 ms and the LPC 
analysis is performed on each frame to obtain a set of LPC coefficients ctj, 1 <  j  <  P ,  
where P  is the order of the STP.
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2. The weighting filter W (z), is applied to s(n)  to obtain the weighted input signal s w(n).
3. The initial conditions (IC) of the weighted LPC synthesis filter 1/Ay,(z), are restored 
and its output corresponding to zero input (i.e. the memory response) is subtracted 
from sw(n)  to obtain the first reference signal s(n), so that a memoryless LPC synthesis 
filter can be used in the subsequent analysis.
4. Since the LTP parameters have to be updated more frequently (typically, 5 to  10 ms) 
for accurate modelling of the voiced periodicity, s(n)  is split into a number of sub frames 
and LTP analysis is performed on each sub frame using the weighted LPC synthesis 
filter 1/Au,(z), to obtain the LTP parameters D  and (3 where D  denotes the LTP delay 
and (3 the LTP gain.
5. The contribution of the LTP memory through the filter 1/Alü(z) is subtracted from 
s(n) to obtain the second reference signal s(n), so that a memoryless LTP synthesis 
filter 1 /F (z ), can be used in the subsequent analysis.
6 . The secondary excitation parameters are updated usually as frequently as the LTP pa­
rameters, i.e. every sub frame. In standard CELP, the secondary excitation is modelled 
by a gain-shape codebook in which the shape is modelled by a random white Gaus­
sian codebook and the gain as the variance of the reference signal. During the search 
process, each candidate excitation vector is passed through the cascade of 1/F (z )  and 
1/Aw(z), and the output s(n), is compared with s(n). The co debook vector %&(%), 
which results in the minimum squared error is chosen and the corresponding gain </&, is 
then computed. As the same co debook is available on the decoder side, only the index 
fc to the optimum co debook vector xjk(n), along with the quantised gain 3%, need to be 
transm itted.
7. Finally, the memories of the two filters 1/Aw(z) and 1 /P (z) are updated by restor­
ing their initial conditions and passing the scaled optimum codebook vector (gk%k(n)) 
through the filters. Thus, the operation of the decoder (or synthesiser) is implemented 
at the encoder as well.
The CELP algorithm is basically based on three building blocks as explained in items 1 — 7.
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Whereas the performance of the coder quality is mainly based on estimation and optimisation 
of these STP, LTP and codebook parameters. In the following these blocks are detailed 
individually.
3.4.1 Short Term Prediction
The STP is performed by a low (usually 10th) order filter. The role of this filter is to represent 
the general spectral shape of the speech spectrum. This in fact, is the frequency response of 
the vocal tract of the speech production mechanism. During analysis, the STP filter in its 
inverse configuration attem pts to extract Short Term (ST) i.e. sample by sample correlations 
in the speech signal and leaves behind the first residual signal.
p
ê(n) =  s(n)  — ^ 2  otks(n — k) (3.3)
k=i
In its synthesis configuration, it re-contributes the spectral shape to the excitation and the 
synthetic speech is produced. The set of STP filter coefficients are determined on a frame 
by frame basis with a frame length of 20 to 30 ms.
The contribution of the STP in the synthesis speech depends on at least the following four 
factors:
• The way the STP coefficients are optimised (open or close loop analysis), where the 
la tter is based in a joint optimisation of the model parameters and always perform 
better than the open loop analysis but the penalty is paid in complexicity.
• Order of the filter, which is, as it is mentioned already a 10th order in most LPC 
analysis, with higher order filter accuracy in shape modelling and ultimately higher 
prediction gain can be achieved.
• W ith a smaller frame size also higher accuracy could be achieved.
• The performance of this filter is also related to the characteristics of the speech frame 
being analysed, which also depends on the previous frames samples (memory effects of 
the filter).
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3.4.2 Long Term Prediction
The role of the LTP is to model the pitch period of the residual signal, where I  as shown 
in Eqn. 3.2 is the order of the filter. The LT prediction is carried out on the LPC residual 
(first residual) signal as shown in Fig. 3.4. The long term correlations present in the residual, 
especially in the voiced regions of speech, can be extracted by LTP. Compared to STP, the 
LTP filter has a smaller number of coefficients, usually a single tap filter is used for which 
two parameters are determine, LTP lag (delay D), which represents the pitch period of the 
speech signal and the respective gain factor G  achieved with respect to tha t delay.
LTP analysis is done on a sub-frame basis, the size of the sub-frame, usually is around 7.5ms. 
Normally 4 sub frames in each speech frame are used. For each sub-frame, the delay D  and 
gain (3 are determined. The excitation vector, and the filter parameters providing the lowest 
error e(n), as shown in Eqn. 3.4 are the optimum parameters for tha t sub-frame.
Long-term Predictor Sort-term Predictor
s(n)
r(n-D)
0 0 --------
codebook
X
e(n)
147
LTP buffer size
STP
sub-frame
Figure 3.4: Close Loop LTP Search
The general formulation in z-domain was given in Eqn. 3.2. Where I  represents the order 
of the filter. Most commonly a single tap LTP filter is used for which 7 = 0. This filter 
has to  be in odd tap order, that is 1-tap, 3-tap and so on. But the additional order of 
this filter, obviously requires more bits for coding. As a result of tha t, the coder bit rate 
increases and requires more bandwidth of the channel. Most commonly used technique to 
optimise LTP coefficients is analysis-by-synthesis [58]. Where it is attem pted to minimise the 
weighted reconstruction error energy so that the reference and reconstructed speech signals
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are optimally matched.
As shown in Fig 3.5, the top most (Original) signal indicates a typical voiced speech segment 
of 500 samples. After LPC inverse filtering this speech segment the LPC residual is obtained, 
which is indicated by the middle graph (LPC Residual). It is interesting to note tha t in LPC 
residual, a long term relation is still existing and in indicated by pitch peaks separated by 
pitch periods. After inverse filtering LPC residual signal the last graph (Pitch Residual) is 
obtained. The long term  correlations are disappeared from this graph. The characteristics of 
this signal are close to white Gaussian noise. However, the LTP is most useful during voiced 
speech, which is considered as quasi-periodic with a higher degree of correlation between 
samples separated by one or more pitch periods as shown in Fig. 3.5 by pitch residual.
Original
T 3
Q.
LPC Residual
Pitch Residual
100.0 200.0 300.00.0 400.0 500.0
Time (samples)
Figure 3.5: Time domain plots of original speech, LPC residual and pitch residual
Again, as was the case of the STP filter, this is implemented in two forms. In its inverse form, 
it extracts the delay and gain, which provides the minimum error between s(n) and sA(n). 
In most cases this delay corresponds to the pitch information of the difference signal. In its 
synthesis form, it contributes the pitch type structure in the excitation signal which finally
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passes through the STP filter to reconstruct the signal. The second residual signal which is 
the result of the contributions of the two ST and LT predictors taken away from the original 
speech is represented as below:
p  I
e(n) =  s(n)  -  a A;s (n ~  ~ 5 3  A'5(n “  -D +  - 0  (3.4)
k=l i——I
Due to the presence of the delay factor, the mean squared error solution of Eqn. 3.4, is not 
as straight forward as tha t for the LPC analysis. In order to over come this, one of the two 
sub-optimal approaches, either a one-short sequential (open-loop) or an iterative sequential 
approach as shown in Fig. 3.4 is used [54]. The error signal e(n) in standard CELP is 
modelled by random numbers. The many variants of the modelling of e(n) have become the 
basis for different types of CELP coder.
3.4.3 Gaussian C odebook Excitation
In Standard CELP the secondary excitation is generally modelled by a codebook of L N- 
dimensional excitation vectors, where L is the size of the codebook, which is generally 1024 
levels and N is size of the sub-frame. The vectors of codebook play an im portant role in 
excitation modelling during coding.
After LTP and STP inverse filtering original speech s(n), the second residual or error signal 
e(n) is similar to random noise. This is the basis upon which the earlier codebooks were 
prepared from random noise to provide the excitation contribution for each frame. The size 
of the co debook is assumed to be large enough to cater for all sorts of speech signal which 
is not true. So the contribution of the codebook is assessed in two ways: Firstly, in case of 
unvoiced speech and silences, the maximum contribution for excitation comes mainly from the 
co debook vectors selected for tha t segment. Secondly, for voiced segments, the contribution 
of the excitation is formed from the pitch predictor filter.
These assumptions could be valid only if the speech signal can be classified as voiced; th a t is 
quasi-periodic pulses, or unvoiced; random noise like. Then the excitations prepared from the 
LTP filter and codebook respectively would have been sufficient to model both the voiced and
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unvoiced speech. But the speech signal often contains both voiced and unvoiced components. 
In such transitional regions the LTP filter can not solely provide the periodic structure so 
the pitch period can not be modelled properly. As shown in Fig. 3.5. pitch residual, pitch 
structure still exist in the residual signal. The regions of the signal around pitch pulses 
are still keeping pulse like harmonic structure around it. These pitch pulses are not being 
taken into account during LTP analysis and do appear in the secondary residual. Often, 
during synthesis, neither the codebook nor the LTP filter are capable enough to contribute 
for such pulses properly. The excitation signals prepared for these transitional regions of 
speech are therefore not optimal. Two approaches have been reported in [60] to improve the 
contribution of the codebook by modelling the codebook contribution in such a way tha t it 
should introduce harmonic structure within the vectors around pitch pulses by employing a 
weighted-hltering approach which is discussed later in this chapter.
A single or a couple of pulses are often quite dominant around the regions of pitch pulses. 
The modelling of such pitch pulses has brought about a new concept of modelling the error 
signal based on pulses upon which the pulsed codebook type structures are based and new 
types of CELP developed. However, the codebook complexity and storage requirements vary 
for each type of codebook and the search procedure for optimising the parameters of the 
codebook, are reported in [60] [41] [86].
3.4.4 CELP Coding Inefficiencies
Although the CELP coder is considered to be a good candidate for speech coding at low bit 
rates and the speech quality is acceptable for many applications, it suffers certain distortions 
which are perceived by the listeners as annoying.
The error in the coded signal is due to the error in model parameter approximations. The 
errors introduced by these parameters are summarised here:
• Limited order of the STP filter: Higher order filter can better model sample to sample 
correlations.
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• Frame size, given the order of the filter (10th) with a smaller frame size the spectral 
envelope can be predicted better.
• Failure of the STP and LTP filter at the onsets and offsets of the speech to tract the 
rising and falling (transitional) regions of speech signal.
• The LTP filter order, higher order filter can perform better to model the pitch infor­
mation.
• The codebook vectors are assumed to be enough to cater for all signal segments and to 
produce a good start up information and also compensate for the shortcomings of the 
STP and LTP filters.
As stated in [55] CELP coding suffers from a degradation described as roughness. This dis­
tortion is more noticeable for female voices than male voices. For voiced speech, sometimes 
a slight reverberation is also noticeable. In addition sentences containing many rapid transi­
tions suffer from a whispering or crackling background noise. In general CELP coders based 
on random codebook excitations lack the ability to follow fast transients in the speech signals, 
and the reproduction of the higher frequencies.
3.5 Codebook Structures
Reduction in complexity can be achieved with constraints on the structure of the code vectors. 
Such structural procedures may lead to a loss in performance, but this is a trade-off which 
is needed to reduce complexity. In the following a brief description of several codebook 
structures are detailed in [41]. Brief descriptions are given below.
3.5.1 Gaussian Populated Codebooks
This type of codebook assumes a Gaussian distribution of the LTP and STP residual signal. 
Hence each vector in the codebook can be considered as samples with random amplitudes
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and unity variance. Such an excitation is a close approximation of the residual signal, but it 
requires an extremely high computational effort.
3.5.2 Sparse Excitation Codebook
In this co debook, most of the excitation pulses are forced to zero. By doing this computation 
complexity is reduced with a little or no distortion in quality.
3.5.3 Ternary C odebook
This type of codebook is a simplified version of the sparse excitation with none zero pulses 
are set to  either +1 or -1. The signs and positions of all the pulses are randomly chosen.
3.5.4 Algebraic C odebook
Efficient codebook search algorithms can be obtained using the highly structured algebraic 
codebook whose idea was obtained from binary error correction codes [53].
3.5.5 Overlapping Codebooks
Overlapping codebooks are another efficient structure for reducing complexity. Complexity 
is reduced by forming a vector by shifting the old vector by M values, so consecutive vectors 
share N-M samples out of a total of N samples. Hence in synthesising a new code vector only 
M positions are synthesised. This type of codebook is very efficient in memory storage.
3.6 Pulse Residual E xcited Linear Prediction
The PRELP is mainly based on the three functional blocks described for CELP. But PRELP 
differs only in codebook design and search procedures which are discussed here. The STP and 
LTP are identical in both coders. In fact, the PRELP coding is an enhanced version of CELP
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coding, which falls in the Algebraic Codebook Excited Linear Prediction (ACELP) category. 
Algebraic, because the codebook is not stored and filled with codewords in advance. Rather 
each vector is generated in real time algebraically. The parameters of the best vectors are 
then selected and transm itted.
PRELP has various codebook configurations. Multi-pulsed Excitation and Regular Pulse 
Excitation are extensively reported in [58]. The Pitch Adaptive Mixed Excitation (PAME), 
Fully Pulsed Excitation, and Switched Codebook Excitation are well examined in [60]. These 
differ in the arrangement of the pulses for each synthesis frame and the way these pulses are 
organised to minimise the Mean Square Error (MSE) between the original and the synthetic 
speech. In order to improve speech quality at very low bit rates, the codebook excitation 
which matches the changing speech characteristics is necessary.
3.6.1 Pulsed C odebook Excitation for CELP Coder
The excitation signal serves two purposes (a) to provide start up information for LTP memory, 
this of course includes the information not tracked by the LTP. This excitation signal ideally 
should compensate sufficiently for the information that the LTP failed to extract, (b) the 
fill-in information for unvoiced speech and silence periods, where the performance of the LTP 
is not so significant.
Another issue here is the complexity and the performance of the excitation signal. For 
example, Gaussian codebook, is permanently stored in memory with random entries for each 
vector. The size and the search procedure is very complex. Furthermore, since it is fixed 
and does not adaptively cope with the changing characteristics of the speech signal. Such 
pre-fixed codebook structures are not capable or cater for the changing characteristics of 
speech signal. Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7 show, the frequency spectrum and time domain speech 
signal. The signal of the reconstructed speech by centre clipped random excited codebook 
indicate the short comings of the fixed codebook, as the harmonic spectrum is distorted. 
Such distortions cause degradation in speech quality.
Alternatively the reduction in computational complexity and better harmonic structure match-
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ing can be achieved by using adaptive pulsed excitation approach. This can be achieved using 
sparsely populated codewords consisting of individual or group of pulses, where in each co de­
book vector the non zero pulse amplitudes are set to unity. By using sparsely populated 
pulsed style excitation it is possible to model these pitch pulses and therefore maintain the 
speech quality.
3.6.2 Comparison of Pulsed Vector Codebooks
In ACELP algorithm the pulse positions and the signs are effectively searched within the 
dimensions of the excitation vectors. By imposing certain constraints on the position and 
sign of the pulses in the algebraic codebook, it is possible to obtain all forms of PRELP 
algorithms. The PRELP is generally viewed as a sub set of ACELP as illustrated in Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Relationship between the ACELP and PRELP codebook structures
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3.6.3 M ulti-pulse Residual Excitation M odel (M P-PR E )
In original PRELP codebook design it is considered that the residual signal after STP and 
LTP inverse filtering still contain some long term correlations. These correlations exist at 
onsets and sudden transitional regions where the energy of the signal is suddenly rising and 
is not tracked by the LTP and STP filter to build up their memories as fast as required. Not 
only this but some secondary harmonic structure around the main pitch pulse is present too. 
During synthesis, a similar structure is expected from the excitation signal, fixed codebooks 
fail to  provide it: firstly, due to the fixed nature of the codebook vectors, they do not change 
in adaptive situations and secondly, the vector codewords built up with random noise lack 
such harmonic structure.
In order to provide such harmonics and excitation pulses, the basic pulsed residual excitation 
M P-PRE is formed as follows. Firstly the set of primary excitation vectors are formed by 
placing a unit amplitude pulse at the start of the excitation buffer x and then after every 
Pj  samples. Pj  is varied from smallest possible pitch D min to iV — 1 to get all the primary 
vectors. Therefore, for each Pj, the primary candidate excitation is derived as follows:
* »  =  { ;  otherwise" ^  ^
where N is sub frame length. All other primary vectors are derived as given below,
xj+k(n) = |  x^ n _ ^  n = k , k + l , ’. . . , N - l  (3'6)
It should be noted tha t the number of candidate excitation vectors Vi depends on N  and 
D min such tha t,
N/2  N /2  - i
Vi =  N +  Y ,  M +  ^  M  (3.7)
M = D min M =1
Thus the number of bits required to transm it the excitation vector index is P  =  [log2 Vi]. 
The search is carried on for further 2B — Vi indices.
It is possible for secondary excitation pitch structure to match the onsets and transition
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regions. W ith this, the LTP filter could have the required excitation and it should track 
the faster transition of the speech signal where it fails. Ultimately, this will provide the
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Figure 3.9: Spectral comparison of Waveforms,(a) Original Speech, (b) M P-PRE and (c) 
Gaussian Excited CELP output
periodic harmonic structure more accurately, as shown in Fig. 3.9. It can be noted th a t, the 
M P-PRE performs better, and provides smoother and accurate harmonic structure than the 
overlapping centre clipped Gaussian codebook.
3.7 Spectral Shaping of Pulsed Codebook E xcitation
The spectrum of the second residual e(n)  is assumed to be flat but this is not true in practice. 
This is due to the inefficiencies of the two cascaded (ST and LT) predictors. Due to non flat 
spectrum, the secondary excitation vectors should be shaped accordingly to compensate for 
the inaccuracies of the predictors. It is im portant to shape the excitation as a supplementary 
information to incorporate harmonic structure in the synthetic speech. This is known as 
excitation shaping. This shaping is included in the analysis loop to make it more effective
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and during analysis-by-synthesis this spectrum shaping is involved. The transfer function 
(frequency response) of the adaptive shaping filter which uses the modified LPC parameters 
is given by Eqn. 3.8.
P
1 — ^ 2  aiP%z 1
H s(z) = ---------  (3.8)
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Figure 3.10: Typical plots of excitation, (a) original and (b) shaped
Many combinations of the a  and /3 have been reported in [60], we have used 0.9 and 0.7 
respectively by listening speech processed on different combinations of a  and /3. This set 
has resulted better than any other combination. The shaping of excitation has induced the 
harmonic structure in the excitation signal as shown in Fig. 3.10 (b).
3.8 Quality Enhancem ent w ith  Post-filtering
As stated in [57], in any speech coding system that adds noise to the speech signal the 
primary goal should not be to reduce the noise power as much as possible, but to make the 
noise inaudible or to minimise its subjective loudness.
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Granular noise with roughly flat spectrum is the dominant type of distortion introduced by 
digital speech coding at low bit rates [48]. This distortion increases at bit rates below 16 
kb/s, as the level of noise becomes so high, tha t it becomes very difficult to keep it below the 
threshold of audibility. Two perceptually motivated approaches namely noise spectral shaping 
(or weighting) and adaptive post-filtering have been developed to deal with this problem. The 
basic idea with noise spectral weighting is to shape the spectrum of the coding noise so tha t it 
follows the speech spectrum to some extent, i.e. to lower the noise components in the valley 
regions at the expense of raising the noise components in the formants which can tolerate a 
higher level of noise due to the well known property of auditory masking [77]. However, at 
low encoding rates (<  Skb/s)  the average coding noise level is quite high and noise spectral 
shaping alone is not adequate to make the noise inaudible . Adaptive post-filtering is used to 
overcome this problem. The rationale for using an adaptive rather than fixed filter is the need 
to change the characteristics of the filter according to the local changing characteristics of the 
speech spectrum. Unlike noise spectral shaping which is employed at the speech encoder and 
which does not interfere with the output speech spectrum, adaptive post-filtering is used at 
the speech decoder and it distorts the output speech spectrum. Hence, the main objective in 
adaptive post-filtering is to achieve maximum reduction in the perceived level of noise with 
minimal distortion in the output.
Numerous successful adaptive post filters are proposed for low bit rate but not limited to 
AbS-LPC type coders, such as [83] [87] [19]. These filters have been used in many national 
and international standards of speech coding, such as [18] [17] [2]. These filters are realised 
in a modified form of LPC filter coefficients, and the coefficients are modified by factors of
0.9, 0.5 for (3 and a  for inverse and synthesis filters respectively.
3.9 Concluding Remarks
Low bit rate coder based on linear prediction have a great potential of bandwidth savings. 
This comes through the source modelling of speech which consists mainly of three functional 
blocks STP, LTP and codebook. It is the third block which makes many variants of LPC
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coders. The main difference in each of these schemes is the modelling of the secondary 
excitation from Gaussian to pulsed structured codebooks.
The pulse based co debooks are reported to be best in performance than the random co de­
books. Coders based on this idea are called Pulsed Excited LPC coders. The superiority 
of pulse based coders over random codebooks is due to the reduction in complexity. The 
performance of these coders at the equal rates is reported better than the other techniques.
C hapter 4
LOW BIT RATE SPEECH 
MULTIPLEXER TOOLS
4.1 Introduction
For a thin route multiplexing link optimisation, three factors are considered (a) low bit rate 
speech coding tha t is already covered in chapter 3, (b) Voice Activity Detection (VAD) and 
(c) Lost Frame Reconstruction (LFR). The bandwidth of any link, without employing VAD 
is limited to the maximum number of circuits connected to the link. For example, in a 64 
kb/s link, a single PCM 64 kb/s source can be accommodated, but through the same link at 
least 9 users, each of 6.4 kb/s, can be multiplexed excluding the signalling information. The 
capacity of such a link can be further increased by exploiting the activity of speech signal and 
statistically multiplexing users on link. Thus, further increase in bandwidth can be achieved 
by the proportion of silent periods detected. In a statistical multiplexing environment the 
load variations at the multiplexer input change dynamically. Since none of the users are 
allocated fixed slots, as is the case of conventional Time Division Multiplexing (TDM ), the 
sudden demand for bandwidth can exceed the capacity of the link. Sudden surge of users 
and bandwidth requirement can be tackled by two alternative approaches: either buffering 
incoming data for any time period until the link is free, this may lead to a potential increase 
in delay which can not be afforded for a delay sensitive, real time speech service; or by 
forcing excessive number of users to withdraw from their small segments of speech (frames), 
a similar concept is employed for congestion control in voiced multiplexer traffic smoothing
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[37] [47]. Such a forced frame discard could cause a varying degree of distortion in speech. 
The compensation of distortion can be performed by activating LFR for the relevant segments 
of speech.
In section 4.2, source of speech database for measuring the temporal parameters of speech 
for representing by two state Markov model is described. The concept of Discontinuous 
Transmission (DTX), design perspectives of VAD and comfort noise generation are discussed 
in section 4.3. Measurements of speech temporal parameters via visual reference, effects 
of hangover on these parameters, speech clipping and other measurement are presented in 
section 4.4. In section 4.5, speech quality assessment measures in time and frequency domain 
are covered. The design perspectives of two state Markov model, verification and comparisons 
of simulated temporal parameters with measured statistics are discussed in section 4.6. LFR 
technique, their performance measures and its application in multiplexer link simulation is 
discussed in sections 4.7 and 4.8. And finally the remarks in 4.9 section conclude this chapter.
4.2 Speech D atabase
Human communication via speech can be classified into two modes dialogue (1) a normal 
telephone conversation and (2) monologue, a commentary type speech. The activity ratio, 
which is a proportion of active speech to silences is different for both types of speech and has 
been studied and well documented by many researchers [80] [81] [82] [13]. In conversational 
speech the activity ratio is on average around 40%, this is heavily dependent on the mood and 
mode of the conversant engaged in conversation. About 60% of the to tal conversational time 
is silence, duration of silence varies from a 10’s of ms to 100’s of ms. In conversational speech 
two types of gaps are observed, the smaller gaps which are due to the gaps between words, 
sentences, phrase and breathing gaps, the longer gaps are due to listening to other parties 
on the link. Whereas, in monologue speech, gaps are detected between words, sentences and 
breathing which are of shorter duration due to one way talking only. This brings speech 
activity to approximately double, that is 80% as reported in [13]. That means th a t the 
amount of silent periods in monologue speech decreases by the same proportion as the speech
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activity increases. Therefore the required bandwidth for providing such service would also 
be double than required for conversational speech.
The speech material used for computing temporal parameters for simulating the silence and 
talkspurt statistics is based on the speech material used for speech coding purpose in multime­
dia group, university of surrey. The measurements are carried on monologue speech material. 
More than 2500 speech frames of each 20 ms was used. Each frame is than represented by 
128 bits or 16 bytes per frame of speech that is 16 * 2500 bytes of speech information was 
involved for statistical measurements. The measured values of temporal parameters based on 
the above database are compared with the measured database proposed by [13], which seems 
to be in close agreement with each other.
It is also observed tha t temporal parameters are independent of observation window size 
(frame size) of the coding algorithm, but these are influenced by the hangover used by VAD. 
There is a trade off in hangover, speech clipping and activity proportion. A smaller hangover 
can end up clipping some of the off-set regions of speech talkspurt but requires less bandwidth. 
On the other hand, hangover, brings an extra increase in activity by any additional increase 
in activity period.
4.3 D iscontinuous Transmission
The DTX concept has been implemented for the Groupe Special Mobile (GSM) standard, 
where VAD and comfort noise are the essential elements of the DTX system. When DTX is 
in operation the transm itter is switched off during periods of silence. This increases system 
efficiency by reducing (a) the co-channel interference and (b) also reduces transm itter power 
consumption (an im portant consideration for hand-held portables). DTX comprises basically 
of two parts, a VAD at the transm itter to detect the speech from silences, and a comfort 
noise generator at the receiver. Comfort noise is generated by the receiver when DTX has 
switched the transm itter off. The purpose of this is to fill the gaps of silences with low level 
noise normally generated from normal distribution and scale it to eliminate the unpleasant 
subjective effect of switching between speech in high noise, and silence [59]. The block
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diagram of Fig. 4.1 show the DTX system concept.
Tranmitter Receiver
Channel Output SpeechInput Speech
VAD Comfort Noise
Speech DecoderSpeech Encoder
Figure 4.1: GSM DTX block diagram
4.3.1 Voiced A ctiv ity  D etection  Design Perspectives
The design of any VAD system can be such that it detects silent gaps as well as distinguishing 
between back ground noise with and without speech. Many VAD algorithms, since the 
implementation of GSM VAD [12] have been designed with modifications and requirements 
to the system, such as VAD for cellular networks [36], and for mobile satellite communications 
[42]. During the pauses VAD can be most effective. The bandwidth of the system can be 
maximised by statistically multiplexing other users on the same link. Although the main 
objectives in design and implementation of any VAD is to differentiate between speech and 
non speech signals, in addition, it should be robust enough to detect and operate reasonably 
well in any noisy conditions, even when the low level speech is completely masked by the 
higher level noise signals. The VAD algorithm used in our system is mainly based on the 
following preliminary but valid assumptions by exploiting the characteristics of speech signal 
given as follows:
• Speech is a non stationary signal. Its spectral shape usually changes after short period 
of time, e.g., 20 to 30 ms.
• Background noise is usually stationary during much longer time periods and changes 
very slowly with time.
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• In a voiced speech signal, the pitch periodicity exists, whereas the noise lacks periodicity.
• Speech signal level is usually higher than the back ground noise level.
In the original design of the GSM DTX transmission, the silence description frames of speech 
are also transm itted intermediately within a fixed period of frames to update the signal 
silence. The transmission of this extra silence frame reduces the bandwidth efficiency and 
requires more switching overload, but always contribute towards speech quality improvement.
4.3.2 Comfort N oise Concept
In the original design of the GSM DTX, the silence description frames of speech are also 
transm itted within a fixed time period (24th frame) of silence to update the silence. All 
intermediate frames between two such frames are substituted with random noise (Gaussian 
distributed) locally generated at the receiver. Transmission of this extra silence frame reduces 
the bandwidth efficiency and requires additional signalling and switching to be conveyed to 
the receiver.
For synchronous type of coding (PRELP), where encoder and decoder are intact for each 
single frame, filling of the silences is a very im portant consideration. In a multiplexing 
environment the VAD decision for silent frame is informed to the decoder where tha t frame 
is filled with random noise.
4.4 M easured Temporal Param eters
The measures of the temporal parameters are prepared from a database to model the speech 
sources to avoid unnecessary use of real speech sources on each link of the multiplexer. 
The measured parameters are represented as activity in percentage, talkspurt durations, 
means and cumulative distribution functions (cdf) as a measure of frequencies of temporal 
parameters. Similarly the silence durations are also presented.
For preparing a reference database for temporal parameter measures, the visual activity
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monitoring is carried out over coded speech by playing codecs back to back, which is then 
supported by the measured reference activity detected by the VAD without hangover (0 
hangover). Ideally if the visual error occurs zero, tha t means tha t if all the silent and active 
frames are detected respectively, then both measured reference (visual and without hangover) 
should agree in all aspects of statistical measures. Keeping these statistics as references, the 
VAD hangover is increased by a single frame of speech (20ms), and then set to a maximum of 
4 speech frames (80ms), which is the largest hangover setting. The effects of such hangover, 
on the statistics of the speech database are presented in following sections.
4.4.1 Visual Inspection of Speech Signal
For the preparation of visual reference throughout the speech database, each individual frame 
of speech is inspected to identify speech (active frame) or silent (non active) frame. The 
duration of talkspurts and silences are then determined from recorded speech data. As 
shown in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 respectively the effects on the statistics of the talkspurts and 
silence durations. It is interesting to note that when hangover is set to 0 frames, around 
35% talkspurts are below 10 frames durations. Similarly for silences around 70% silences 
are below 5 frames durations. Increasing hangover to 4 frames, only 15% talkspurts are 
below 10 frames durations. This is because with hangover silences durations are merged into 
talkspurts. Similarly increasing hangover to 4 frames 50% silences are left below 5 frame 
durations.
The formulations used to compute temporal parameters for modelling the patterns of speech 
and for the design of the two state Markov model, based on the hangover of 4 frames setting 
are given as below:
1. Averages of silence and talkspurt durations:
J
Avsii =  (4.1)
t‘= i
Similarly for talkspurt,
N
A v act =  ^ 2  P i L i  (4.2)
7 = 1
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Where J,  N  are total silences and talkspurt bursts, P i  and Li ,  represents the probabilities 
and lengths respectively. The probabilities for silent iterations are calculated as given in Eqn. 
(4-3)
(4.3)
Where is the number of blocks of duration Li  and J  is the total blocks of silences. The 
length of silent blocks can acquire any duration of L  frames, 1 < m i n  <  m a x  the minimum 
and maximum durations for silence are presented in Table 4.2. The P i  for talkspurt is 
calculated in a similar fashion and is given in Eqn. (4.4). Where N  is the to tal number of 
talkspurts.
P i  =  (4.4)
1. Mean talkspurt rate: Mean Talkspurt rate is the inverse sum of the mean talkspurt 
duration and mean silent duration and is determined by the Eqn. (4.5).
AVact- rat =  A v act +  A v m  ( 4 ' 5 )
Where A v act and A v su are already known from Eqn. (4.1) and (4.2) respectively.
2. Speech activity: The speech activity is simply the ratio of average talkspurt duration
to the average talkspurt duration plus silence durations, and is given in Eqn. (4.6).
Speechact =  - — ----- (4.6)
Which can also be determined by Eqn. (4.7)
Speechact — A v act A vact—rat (4.7)
As shown in Table 4.1, the talkspurt rate decreased by a factor of approximately 50%. From 
74 to 36, with no hangover to a hangover of 4 frames. However, the activity increased 
approximately by 12%, which raised activity around 79.0%. Note tha t the activity is for 
monologue speech not for conversation speech. Similarly, the silence rate is decreased by 
50% and the non activity proportion is reduced by a factor of increase in activity. W ith a 4 
frame hangover non activity is reduced to 22.0%. Further to the visual reference and various
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Figure 4.2: Talkspurt statistics
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Figure 4.3: Silence statistics
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to tal silences Av-sil duration %silence total talkspurt Av-act % talkspurts
93 visual 7.7 frames 38 92 13.2 62
75 no hangover 6.0 frames 30 74 15.1 68
55 1 frame hangover 6.9 frames 24 54 22.2 75.4
37 4 frame hangover 8.8 frames 21.5 36 41.3 79.0
Table 4.1: Visual, with and without hangovers speech statistics
Frame size minimum talkspurt length maximum talkspurt length
20 ms 1 frames 98 frames
Frame size minimum silence length maximum silence length
20 ms 3 frames 44 frames
Table 4.2: Talkspurts and silence durations for 4 frame hangover
hangover effects on quality Cepstrum Distance SNRseg
with 0 hangover 6.5 5.6
with 1 frame hangover 5.9 6.1
with 4 frame hangover 4.5 6.2
Table 4.3: Objective measure
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Figure 4.4: A typical segment of speech with 4 frames hangover
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2000.0
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- 1000.0 -
- 2000.0
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Speech frames
Figure 4.5: Three frames hangover
2000.0
1000.0  -
- 1000.0
- 2000.0
100.0
Speech frames
Figure 4.6: Two frames hangover
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hangover settings, the Fig. 4.4 to Fig. 4.7, are shown by indicating the VAD hangover effects 
on a typical speech segment.
It is noticed tha t reducing the hangover, from 4 to a 1 frame clipping of talkspurts at off­
sets of the burst occur. Whereas for higher hangover settings the clipping of burst can be 
avoided to some extent. Although 4 frame seems to be a reasonable hangover, there might 
be occasions when some parts of speech segments can suffer clipping. The effects of hangover
2000.0
- 2000.0 ------------ '-------------------  '------------------- •------------ '------------   '------------ l — ------------ ■------------■------------■------------ -------------
0.0 150.0
Speech frames
Figure 4.7: Single frame hangover 
over speech are measured and objective results are presented in Table 4.3, for a typical speech.
4.4.2 VAD Hangover Purpose and Im portance
The purpose of hangover is to bridge short silence periods in speech, thereby creating fewer 
and longer talkspurts. The significance of hangover is th a t, among other things, it reduces the 
talkspurt rate. That is by increasing hangover the short silences detected between talkspurts 
are merged into talkspurts.
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The well known benefits of hangover are: minimisation of speech detectors induced back­
end clipping of talkspurts and reduction of signalling overhead in speech interpolation and 
multiplexing environments. In the la tter case not only signalling overhead is reduced but 
continuous flow of speech is maintained and the link is sustained by the user for longer 
period which smoothes out the speech. A potential disadvantage of hangover, however, is 
an effective increase in speech activity since channel capacity is occupied by hangover during 
silent parts of speech. Which naturally effect on bandwidth efficiency of the systems.
4.5 Q uality Assessm ents
At low bit rates speech quality suffers of quantisation noise. It increases as bit rates drop. 
This noise causes the masking effects and covers the low energy level speech segments by 
higher noise levels.
Objective quality measures are reported in [61] [50] which measure distortion between the 
input and output signals of speech codecs. These are classified into time and frequency do­
main. Long term signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is a measure of overall samples of the utterance. 
That is the ratio between the long-term signal energy and the long-term noise energy, the 
noise energy being defined as the difference between reference signal s ref ( k )  and output signal 
(reconstructed) srec(k) [8] [6]. As reported in [50] among time domain measures, segmental 
SNR corresponds better to subjective measures than long-term SNR.
4.5.1 Segm ental Signal-to-N oise Ratio: SN R seg
Traditionally the S / N  value has been used as an objective waveform distortion measure 
for higher bit rate coding systems in telecommunications networks. S / N  is defined as the 
long-term signal power to long-term quantising noise power ratio using sinusoidal signal as 
a reference test signal [51]. The S / N  value is not sufficient for measuring various kinds of 
coding systems with new adaptation techniques; the sinusoidal signal cannot measure the 
quantisation noise of new coding systems with nonuniform frequency characteristics, and the 
long-term calculation methods weights the larger energy parts of sentences more heavily than
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the smaller energy parts.
For SNRseg ratio the utterance is divided into adjacent segments of J  samples each, and the 
signai-to-noise ratio in each segment is measured. The noise is still defined as the difference 
between corresponding samples of reference and output speech. The SNRseg is the average 
of these measures over M  segments of the utterance [6].
SNRseg  = ^  e '  ^  ^  +   (4 .8)
M  E U i W e / U  +  mJ) -  sreù(j  +  mJ)P I ;
As given in Eqn. (4.8), J  =  160 speech samples corresponding to 20 ms speech frame.
4.5.2 Frequency Dom ain O bjective M easures
According to the results of comparative studies on several types of an objective measures 
[50], it is concluded that:
• frequency-domain measures corresponds to  subjective measures, better than time do­
main measures.
• Spectral envelop measures correspond to subjective measures better than spectrum 
measures.
• And LPC cep strum distance measures corresponds better to the subjective measures 
than several spectral envelope calculating methods based on the LPC methods.
The LPC cepstrum distance CD is defined in [32] [35] and is given in Eqn. (4.9)
10
C D  = 2 E { C$to -C y(< )}2 (4.9)
1 = 1
log 10 ^
Where, C x(i )  and Cy(i) are LPC cepstrum coefficients of the input and output of the codecs 
and p  is the order of the coefficients.
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4.6 Two State Markov M odel Design Perspectives
The design of the two state Markov model is based on the measured statistics based on 
monologue speech with VAD hangover settings of 4 frames which is the proposed hangover 
length in the multiplexer design. The two state Markov model state transition block diagram 
is shown in Fig. 4.8, generates a pattern of on-off (talkspurts and silences) and can be in one 
of its two states at any instant time. The switching between on-off states (transition of states) 
of the model is based on transitional probabilities of the model. Brief description of these
Proba-s
Active
State
Silence
State
Probs-sProba-a
Probs-a
Figure 4.8: Markov model state transition diagram
states of the model are given as “a” an active state. Similarly silence state is represented by 
“s” . Since the transition occurs from state, active-to-silence and silence-to-active and are 
represented ua — s ” , and us — a” , respectively. Whereas, state “a - a ” and “s — s” are steady 
states for active-to-active and silences-to-silence states respectively.
4.6.1 State and State Transition Probabilities
The probabilities of states and transitional states can be calculated by the formulations given 
in [39] [46] [11] [3]. However, mean duration of talkspurts is computed as in Eqn. (4.2). The 
transitional probability from state a — s, can be calculated from Eqn. (4.10).
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The probability of active to active state P a - a  can be calculated from Eqn. (4.11), by sub­
tracting the probability of P a - S from to tal probability tha t is 1.
Pa-a =  1 —  Pa-f (4.H )
Similarly, the mean duration of silences is given in Eqn. (4.1), the transition probability for 
state P s - a can be computed from Eqn. 4.12.
1
PS-a =
A v s i l
(4.12)
Once the model is in silence state, it may remain in tha t state, then the probability of P s- i  
can be calculated from the transitional probability subtracted from total probability 1.
Ps_o =  1 — P c - , (4.13)
The probabilities (state and transitional) for our model design are presented in Table 4.4 are 
based on the measured temporal parameters from speech database used in our simulation.
probability of active states(a-a) probability of transitions (a-s)
0.976 0.024
probability of silence states (s-s) probability of transitions (s-a)
0.88 0.113
Table 4.4: Statistical measurements
4.6.2 Silence State M odelling
The silence state in real VAD environment is represented as a sequence of zero for a duration 
of silences. Each zero represents a single speech frame. The modelling of silence state on the 
Markov model is based on the measured values of the original database. In fact, the modelling 
of the silence state can be based on probability density functions (pdf) of pause durations 
by two weighted geometric pdfs as proposed in ITU-T P59 [56] or [13]. A new approach 
employed for modelling silences here is based on weighted probability distribution function, 
simulated by two state Markov model. The Fig. 4.9 shows the range of measured silence 
bursts. The cumulative distribution functions are also shown as a measure of agreement 
between measured and simulated silence bursts durations and are presented in Fig. 4.10. 
The over all statistical measures for both measured and simulated silence burst duration
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are close, such as mean of measured is 9.02 and for simulation is 9.35 frames. Increasing 
the simulation time interval will bring both measured and simulation silence burst durations 
further close. The silence state simulation by the two state Markov model is extensively
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Figure 4.9: Histogram for silence durations in monologue speech
defined in Appendix B. A brief description of the silence state simulation is presented here: 
Basically it is assumed tha t, the pdf of silences is close to  the Gaussian pdf and silence state 
can be modelled from Gaussian distribution as follows:
1. A random number R l  is derived from a function of f x (si l) ,  see Appendix B, and E l  
acquires any value between 0.0 and 1.0 inclusive.
2. E l is found by subtracting 0.5 from E l ,  then E l can hold any value between ±0.5 
inclusive.
3. E l i s  multiplied with standard deviation of the measured values of the silences and the 
resultant of this multiplication is assigned to  E2.
4. Finally E3 is added with average of silences and assigned to E4, this is the target 
duration of silent state.
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Figure 4.10: Cumulative distribution function of silences
5. In order to reach the target lengths of the silences 53, 52 is scaled by two scaling 
factors depending upon the values of 52. W ith this the approximate length of the 
silence durations can be reached, also see Appendix B.
4.6.3 Transition State From Silence to  Talkspurts
The switching from silence state to active state is only based on the probability of transitions 
Ps-a, which is given in Table 4.4. The transitional state is also modelled by the Gaussian 
distribution and is represented by Eqn. (4.14) [20].
Px {t rans)  =  E(cos 2H X rl)-y/(2.0 X log(r2)) +  m  (4.14)
1. Px{trans)  can acquire any values between 0.0 and 1.0.
2. If Px (trans)  < P s- a <  0.11 the model still remain in initialisation phase and the 
resultant is summed with the item 4 in initialisation phase. This will determine a new 
duration of silences.
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3. If the condition in item 1 is satisfied, then the model switches to active state.
4.6.4 A ctive State M odelling
The measured talkspurts duration are shown in Fig. 4.11. That is simulated by a well 
known rejection and acceptance method [20]. Fig. 4.12 represents the cumulative distribution 
function for both measured and simulated talkspurts durations which indicate tha t these are 
in good agreement. Brief account of active state simulation is given below and the detailed 
description is presented in Appendix B.
§ 3
jj  ii in ii h in ii ii i
measured talkspurts duration
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
no. of frames
Figure 4.11: Histogram for talkspurts durations for monologue speech
Once the model enter into active state the talkspurt durations are determined as follows:
1. R3 is generated from Gaussian distribution between 0.0 and 1.0 inclusive.
2. After subtracting 0.5 from R3, resultant is assigned to S5.
3. S5 is multiplied with standard deviation of the talkspurts and the resultant is assigned
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Figure 4.12: Cumulative distribution function for talkspurts
to S6.
4. S7 is find by multiplying SO with a scaling factor see Appendix B, and the final value 
is allocated to S8.
5. Finally S8 is added with the mean value of the talkspurt, to determine the final duration 
of the talkspurt.
The transition state “a -  s" is also simulated on similar approach employed in silence state 
transition tha t is described briefly below.
1. Px(trans )  is generated between 0.0 and 1.0, from normal distribution as given in Eqn. 
(4.14).
2. If Px(trans )  <  P a- S <  0.024 is satisfied.
3. The procedure in items 1-5 above is repeated and final duration is then determined for 
the talkspurts. This could repeated until the condition of transition is not satisfied.
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The model then switches between silence and active states alternatively.
4.6.5 M odel Design Verification
It can be observed as shown in Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.12, tha t measured and simulation results 
for both silences and talkspurts are in close agreement respectively. It is also shown that 
the statistical measures, such as talkspurt, silence rate, means and standard deviation of 
measured and simulation are in co-ordination.
4.7 Frame Substitution  Techniques
When a frame discarding occurs in speech coded at low bit rate coding, the output signal 
for tha t frame cannot be reconstructed by zero-amplitude stuffing or waveform substitution 
techniques [25] [72] [30]. This is because the low bit rate coding techniques code signal 
sequentially and involves recursive filter memories. These memories gets corrupted when a 
frame is discarded or lost. If the adaptation of these filter memories is substituted by the 
zero-stuffing or freeze-out for tha t particular frame. Then the decoder stops its adaptation 
and decode dummy codewords. However, the encoder computes the coded signal continuously 
whether the packet loss occurs or not, so the internal variables in the encoder and decoder 
have different values once a frame is discarded. Therefore, large distortion can be produced 
owing to mistracking operations between the encoder and the decoder and the synchronous 
operation of encoder and decoder is disturbed. Although the mistracking operation subsides 
within a certain time period, but severe degradation at the beginning of the mistracking 
operation always occur. The substitution techniques [25] [72] [30] are not applicable to lost 
frame recovery for low bit rate coded speech. LFR reported in [66] at random frame loss 
performs well at 3% loss rate for low bit rate coders. At higher frame loss rates, speech 
quality suffer severe degradation. The substitution of a speech frame results in two forms of 
degradation at the decoder:
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1. Frame reconstruction error: This is localised degradation suffered by the reconstruc­
tion frame at the output of the codecs. An effective lost speech frame reconstruction 
technique must seek to minimise this error objectively and or subjectivity.
2. Error propagation: Low bit rate speech coders incorporate recursive filters in which the 
memories becomes corrupted when a frame is lost. The corrupted memories tend to 
persist in the system, degrading the frames which follow. LFR must also seek to curtail 
this error propagation.
Many schemes for higher bit rates, PCM, ADPCM, speech packetisation and packet recon­
struction are reported [31] [72] [25] [30] to cure the first problem, the second problem does not 
exist in higher bit rate coders and is not considered here any more. For low bit rates, the lost 
frame recovery techniques are based on the following parameters and are briefly discussed.
4.7.1 Excitation Recovery
Basically for each frame in normal conditions, for excitation the contribution of codebook 
and LTP filter is required. The degree of contribution varies for both at different times
and is dependent of the signal characteristics. For voiced speech frames, most excitation
contribution comes from LTP filter. Whereas, for silence frames the codebook is the main 
source of excitation recovery a little contribution comes from LTP filter.
In excitation signal recovery the assumption made here is tha t the lost frame is voiced, with 
a pitch periodicity of p. In order to find pitch period, a backward auto-correlation technique 
on the previous frame residual signal [66] [78] is carried out as given in Eqn. 4.15.
—i
E {p )  =  p  ~  2 0 , . . . ,  147 (4.15)
;=—mo
Where the buffer x( i )  holds the past 160 samples of the LPC excitation signal with » (—1) 
the most recent one. The reconstructed LPC excitation x( i )  is then built up from a scaled 
repetition of the pitch window for the whole speech frame as follows,
x( i )  =  (3x(i -  r )  (4.16)
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The gain term (3 is then computed from the ratio of the energies of the first and second pitch 
windows of the residual signal as follows,
\
5>2H)
i —1
E  A - i )
i = r + l
(4.17)
The excitation x( i )  is then the excitation for the lost frame prepared from the previous frames 
LTP memory.
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Figure 4.13: LTP lag variation with time
The Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.14 indicate pitch period Lag  and corresponding pitch gain G  mag­
nitude variations for a typical speech segment of 200 speech frames. The speech segment 
consists of voiced and silence speech. By closely examining the LTP filter coefficients, es­
pecially their relationship with frame by frame. It can be concluded that for lost frame of 
speech a small proportion of frames can be substituted with a minimum loss of speech quality.
4.7.2 Spectral R econstruction
The second part of the reconstruction scheme is based on recovery of the spectral parameters 
from the previous information. As shown in Fig. 4.15, the LSF’s which are transformation
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Figure 4.14: LTP gain magnitude variation with time
of LPC coefficients in frequency domain. The Fig. 4.15 indicate frame by frame variation for 
80 speech frames of each 20ms. The LSF of the previous frames are substituted by applying 
bandwidth expansion of 135 Hz to flatten the LPC spectrum. This is helpful in reducing the 
noise by smoothing out the distortions.
4.7.3 LFR Performance for Random Frame Losses
The quality was evaluated by randomly discarding speech frames starting with a single to 
multiple frames as follows:
For the first lost frame:
1. Set the excitation vector gains for all the sub frames to zero, i.e. ignore the secondary 
excitation or any contribution from codebook.
2. Calculate the LTP delay D  and gain (3 as given in Eqn. (4.15) and Eqn. (4.17) 
respectively.
3. Use the computed D  and (3 in conjunction with the LPC parameters from the previous 
frame and synthesis all four sub frames.
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Figure 4.15: Typical LSF trajectories for unvoiced and voiced speech 
For the second lost frame:
1. Keep the excitation vector gain to zero.
2. Retain D  computed in the previous case.
3. Progressively (every sub frame) reduce the (3 computed in the previous case, as /? x 0.8
4. Use the computed D  and (3 in conjunction with the LPC parameters from the previous 
frame and synthesis all four sub frames.
For subsequent frame loss:
1. Keep the excitation vector gain set to zero
2. Set (3 to zero.
3. Clock out the LPC synthesis filter memory for all four sub frames, by using the LPC 
parameters from the previous frames.
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packet size 0% loss l%loss 5%loss 10%loss 15%loss
30 ms 3.6 3.3 3.1 2.4 2.1
60 ms 3.6 3.2 2.2 2.0 1.6
90 ms 3.6 2.8 2.1 1.7 1.6
Table 4.5: Frame loss rate and MOS for CELP 4.8 kb/s
Mean Opinion Score (MOS) is shown in Table 4.5, it is obvious that the LFR schemes perform 
better for the single frame loss at a lower loss rates. As soon as the subsequent loss occurs, 
LFR performance degrade abruptly. It is observed tha t after 3% frame loss rate the quality 
degrades very sharply.
4.7.4 Speech Q uality in Lossy M ultiplexing
Lossy multiplexer simulation were carried out using 6.4 kb/s PRELP [43] codec with random 
frame loss of 1 . . .  10%. Each 20ms speech segment was coded into a frame of 128 bits. The 
multiplexer was simulated as a random ON-OFF channel which makes its ON-OFF decision 
at the beginning of each frame. When the channel is ON, speech frames from the encoder 
are transm itted to the decoder. When it is OFF, the decoder and/or encoder are flagged to 
indicate tha t the given frame was not transm itted. On reception of this flag, the decoder 
goes into a LFR state which employs the algorithm described in [66]. If the encoder receives 
this flag, it flrst resets its memories to the state prior to the encoding of the lost frame. 
Secondly, it emulates the LFR process that would take place at the decoder for generating a 
new set of memories. It then continues as normal to encode the following frames. The Fig. 
4.16 shows a speech sequence in which frame n is lost. In comparing (c) and (d) with (a) 
and/or (b), it can be seen tha t the effects of reconstruction of frame n is almost completely 
eradicated for the transmitter-receiver LFR in (d), however the effects of reconstruction is 
still evident even by the end of frame n +  2. This is again seen in Fig. 4.17, which shows, 
the frame SNR degradation arising from LFR. Whilst all frames are correctly received, this 
degradation is OdB. Immediately a frame is lost (and reconstructed), the degradation rises. 
As the succeeding frames are correctly received, the degradation slowly decays to OdB. On 
average, the period of decay is longer for the receive only than for the transmitter-receiver 
LFR. Note however tha t the SNR degradation in the la tter case, does not actually return to
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% frame loss Rx cept: dist Rx-Tx cept: dist Rx SNRseg dist: Rx-Tx SNRseg dist:
1 0.02 0.01 0.4 0.2
3 0.05 0.01 1.5 0.3
5 0.12 0.06 2.0 0.6
7 0.13 0.07 2.5 1.0
10 0.18 0.1 3.5 1.5
Table 4.6: Cepstrum and SNRseg distortion in dB
zero. In objective and subjective test however, this low level distortion is more tolerable than 
the error propagation arising from receiver-only LFR.
Frame(n-l) Frame(n) Frame(n+1) Frame(n+2) 
(Lost)
(a) Original
(b) Coded
(c) Rx-LSFR
(d) Tx-Rx LSFR^
Figure 4.16: Rx LFR and Tx-Rx LFR
The LFR of the channel was set to various values and then the synthetic speech quality 
compared with the produced with L F R  =  0 both objectively and subjectively. The Table 
4.6 shows the cepstrum distortions and MOS results for both LFR at receiver (Rx) and 
transm itter- receiver (Tx-Rx) respectively.
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Figure 4.17: Frame SNR distortion owing to LSFR
% frame loss Rx LSFR Rx-Tx LSFR
0 3.5 3.5
1 3.3 3.3
3 2.5 2.9
5 2.2 2.6
7 2.1 2.1
Table 4.7: LSFR MOS test results
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4.8 LFR Applications
LFR can have a diverse applications in the held of communications. Some of the applications 
of LFR are briefly highlighted as below:
1. To control traffic congestion at nodes in packet networks and to avoid unnecessary 
delay by discarding some of the information packets. The dropped packet can be 
reconstructed at the respective receivers.
2. In multiplexing techniques, the idea of the LFR is introduced as a DSI technique. In 
statistical multiplexing, during over load the selected users speech segments can be 
forced to discard. These can be reconstructed at the receivers. This not only smoothes 
out the speech but allows best use of bandwidth.
4.9 Concluding Remarks
The three parameters are extensively discussed and two state Markov model design has been 
proposed to replace the real speech sources. Speech database: Where the monologue speech 
has been investigated for its activity, mean, rate of talkspurt, with and without VAD and the 
talkspurt and silence burst and related statistics is explained. Based on the above statistics 
the two state Markov model has been designed with a new approach based on a distribution 
function. This simulated temporal parameters are then finally compared with the measured 
parameters and are found in a close agreement with measured data. The LFR scheme has 
been introduced as a DSI scheme where, in an excessive load conditions and avoiding the 
delay bandwidth saving capability has been evaluated in terms of the effects over speech 
quality in random loss environment.
C hapter 5
DESIGN OF A LOW BIT RATE 
STDM MULTIPLEXER
5.1 Introduction
The provision of economical thin route satellite service with voice, and other services capa­
bilities has remained one of INTELSAT’s target since a decade ago. It was predicted upon 
the use of a 4.5m antenna and Single Channel Per Carrier (SCPC) technology, which leads 
to a relatively costly earth segment for thin route services. The combination of VSAT tech­
nologies with advanced digital baseband processing techniques, mainly through voice, data 
and fax compression, multiplexing and packetisation can now allow the introduction of less 
costly thin-route services using terminals with multi-channel or single channel capabilities.
In section 5.2 the applications of low bit rate multiplexer in VSATs, SCPC service, the option 
of ISDN services through VSATS are discussed. The operational scenarios, the capacity issues 
and signalling protocol are discussed in section 5.3. The speech coder used for simulation is 
presented in section 5.4. In section 5.5, the conceptual model of the proposed multiplexer, 
analysis of dynamic talker activity model, analysis of the traffic load, for both monologue and 
conversational speech and speech frames freeze-out are discussed in detail. The concept and 
techniques of frame discarding and their modelling and simulation are discussed in section 
5.6. Finally, in section 5.7 the conclusion of this chapter is presented.
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5.2 A pplication Areas
5.2.1 Very Small A perture Terminal
Very Small Aperture Terminal is usually defined as an antenna 2.4 m [68]. The VSAT 
terminals in domestic communications satellite market tend to be smaller and less costly 
than conventional satellite. The VSAT satellite networks [22] [10], have been very successful 
in providing a variety of data communication services to a large number of users. These 
services are data distribution, data networking, voice services, and even digitally compressed 
video conferencing services.
There has been considerable interest recently in transm itting low bit rate compressed speech 
as well as data (integrated) through VSAT networks via SCPC links. The choice of com­
pressed speech along with speech detection and packet multiplexing the efficient uses of low 
bit rate links can be achieved.
For real time speech communications direct VSAT-to-VSAT (single hop) networking option 
is applicable. Such networks are available in mesh topologies. The research efforts currently 
underway may also lead to a VS AT-VS AT voice offering using existing satellite. Although 
32 and 16 kb/s voice service option are currently available for star network users the add-on 
cost to VSAT support this service has really come down. Lower bit rate (4.8 kb/s 9.6 kb/s), 
communication quality voice codecs are evolving for mobile applications [68]. When each 
VSAT requires one are two voice channels, SCPC architecture leads to  the least expensive 
implementations of ground terminals [44]. The whole bandwidth of a channel is divided into 
SCPC individual 64 kb/s channels. Each VSAT is normally equipped with sufficient hardware 
for two voice or data channels.
5.2.2 Single Channel Per Carrier
Star topology is designed to optimise the overall communication costs in networks where a 
central location needs to be communicated with large number of geographically dispersed ter-
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minais, using low traffic and bursty data link. It is not conducive, however, VSAT-to-VSAT 
terminal connections since double hope will be needed, which is costly in terms of quality of 
output, and in terms of space segment. Mesh and hubless network topology VSAT systems 
provide single hop connectivity between the participating terminals of the system. For exam­
ple, in SCPC, where several TDM speech data or possibly voice/ data/im age (VDI) might be 
used to achieve this single hop mesh connectivity. However, fixed allocation access schemes 
could be wasteful especially when operating in a thin-route environment where traffic load is 
light. In such situations, integration of many services, multiplexing users on statistical basis 
is the best choice. The bandwidth efficiency can be increased by intelligently multiplexing 
speech service by exploiting the speech temporal characteristics.
5.2.3 VSAT A pplications
VSAT users may have access to multi ports for data, voice and video applications. Typical 
VSAT systems support standard synchronous and asynchronous data rates. [15]. For ex­
ample, VSATS can support 56 kb/s, synchronous and 9.6 k b /s  asynchronous data sources. 
Several devices can operate through a single data port. Many data service are supported, 
related to banking data transactions, hotel reservations, and new services, etc. Voice channel 
units tha t support commonly used analogue telephony interface on the user side, and provide 
compressed digital voice, e.g.,. at 16 kb/s and 9.6 kb/s, on the satellite side are usually 
available. These channel units would allow voice communications between a PBX at the 
Head office and telephone set or a PBXs at customer premises, earth stations. Some VSATS, 
including Anikom 200 [29] can provide access to a clear channel at 64 kb/s. That would sup­
port an Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISDN) a B channel and or such applications as 
Group IV facsimile. Such a link could offer both compressed interactive point-to-point digi­
tal video transmission and one way broadcast full-motion analogue video reception. Simply 
equipping a VSAT with a video receiver, decoder and display unit permits one way video 
broadcast reception through existing technologies. The telephony earth stations (TES) voice 
units digitise the analogue voice at 64 kb/s and can be programmed to compress this digital 
voice down to 32, 16, or 9.6 kb/s, currently, only voice circuits can be dynamically assigned 
between remote terminals.
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5.2.4 Leased Line
The telephone operators provide dedicated leased lines such as a line of 64 kb/s channel 
capacity, and satellite channel link of SCPC of same capacity for dedicated networks. On such 
a networks, many services can be provided, if the multimedia, and mono media services can be 
multiplexed before transmission. For private dedicated leased line networks the bandwidth 
efficiency is a crucial problem, to maximise the use of the bandwidth for these networks 
is a crucial problem. The services provided and supported by these networks can also be 
interacted on the links. A multinational networks based on such dedicated lines can be 
linked viva PBXs at both ends. The low bit rate voice codecs statistically multiplexed can 
increase the utilisation of bandwidth and a cost effective service can be made available for 
users.
5.2.5 Issue of ISD N  and VSATS
The VSATS are not currently compatible with the ISDN as currently defined by the stan­
dardise bodies. To make VSATs fully ISDN compatible (i.e full 64 kb/s clear B channel for 
signalling and low-speed bursty data capability), requires m ajor modifications to the existing 
systems. As a minimum requirement of ISDN compatibility, VSATS networks should be able 
to interface the basic rate and or primary rate ISDN at their entry and exit points. Though 
there are techniques defined in [28], are non standard techniques through which ISDN services 
are provide by the VSAT.
5.3 O perational Scenarios
A 64 kb/s information rate carrier normally can carry 10 users of each 6.4 kb/s voice chan­
nels excluding signalling information. If data rates also desired any, combinations such as 
voice channels, a fax and data channels and image transmission configurations can be made 
available. Alternatively, by a statistical multiplexing, several lower rate users ( e.g one 4.8 
kb/s and two 2.4 kb/s) can be accommodated through the 9.6 kb/s data channels. Although
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the 64 kb/s information rate appears to be adequate for most thin-route applications, most 
multiplexer are able to support higher rate, such as 128 kb/s, [10] [44] further enhancing the 
flexibility of users with growing traffic patterns. For the simulation all the users are speech 
sources, each of which is generating equal bits per frame of speech i.e., 128 per 20 ms. D ata 
frame are generated by all the users are synchronised and aligned.
5.3.1 Capacity Issues
The multiplexer design is based on the following assumptions. The output link capacity 
is 64 kb/s. Each user on the link is assigned a 6.4 kb/s capacity. Ideally 10 users can be 
accommodated on the link in parallel if individual links of 6.4 kb/s are considered to be shared 
such as circuit switching systems. If a packet switching is considered then 10 packets, a single 
packet or frame of speech from each user can be transported per 20 ms. Each source has to 
carry control information. Employing, VAD for each of such source and allocating bandwidth 
only during talkspurts the silent periods can be utilised by statistically multiplexing other 
users.
5.3.2 N eed for Signalling
The signalling information in statistical multiplexing is more im portant. The continuity of 
the caller messages as long as they are on line and the transparency of the link breakup 
during silences. The system whether it is based on circuit switched TASI or packet switched 
DSI, control information has to be transm itted. In packet systems the header information 
known as overhead is required. This informations consists of user identification, destination 
address, synchronisation information and the lost frame flag bits. In TDM based multiplexing 
systems, such as primary multiplex standard [64], the dedicated Time Slots (TS) are reserved 
for signalling and control information. Where, data bit streams are framed together, before 
transmission. A typical frame consists of control and data information in a preassigned TS. 
The additional framing bit for each frame is required to detecting frame boundaries and 
timing bits.
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Parameters per frame Bit allocations
LSF ( 10 per frame ) 28
ACB index 28
ACB gain 20
FCB index 32
FCB gain 16
Frame Energy 4
Total bits per frame 128
Table 5.1: Param eter bit assignment per 20ms frame
Statistical multiplexing provide flexibility of TS allocation. The multiplexed information bits 
of such an arrangement can be sent in small chunks. The most preferable way of signalling and 
control information in these situations is a variable packet size based signalling information. 
The data transmission can be realised by a byte count methodology [14], where each user has 
some information Axed in the header of the packet.
5.4 Speech Coder
5.4.1 PR ELP 6.4 k b /s
The summary of the coder is given in Table.5.1. The analysis and synthesis of speech is carried 
out on a frame of 20 ms (160 samples) of speech sampled at 8 kHz sampling frequency. Where 
each user is generating 50 frames per second.
The LPC coefficients are transm itted normally into LSFs, and vector quantised, 28 bits are 
reserved for 10 LSFs. The LPC analysis is carried out once for a frame. The Adaptive 
Codebook (ACB) index and gain are performed on a sub-frame by sub-frame basis. Each 
frame is divided into 4 sub-frames. A frame may consists of more than 4 sub-frames but 
then extra bits are required for additional sub-frames. For each sub-frame index and gain, 
7 and 5 bits are reserved respectively. Similarly for Fixed Codebook (FCB) index and gain, 
for each sub-frame 8 and 4 bits are reserved respectively. For frame energy 4 bits/fram e are 
transm itted. This makes 128 bits/fram e of 20 ms duration. The coder rates is 128*50 =  6.4 
kb/s.
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5.4.2 Coder Performance
Among many low bit rate coders, CELP and variants of CELP provide the best performance 
in terms of objective and subjective quality comparisons. The PRELP coding algorithms 
MOS quality scores are reported as high as 4.0, the quality lies in the range of communications 
quality as given in [51] and [60].
5.5 M ultiplexer Design
The conceptual block diagram of the multiplexer is shown in Fig. 5.1. The sources at the 
input of the multiplexer are two state Markov models only a single source is carrying real 
speech source. The notion behind the replacement of speech sources by Markov models
Speech Source 1
bitstream Multiplexer
Coder vadflag
Two State 
Markov Model
State flag
Output 
bit stream of
active sourcesState flagTwo State 
Markov Model
State flagTwo State 
Markov Model
Figure 5.1: Conceptual block diagram of STDM multiplexer
was to avoid the complexity during simulations. To accurately represent the real scenario 
each model is initialised in such a way tha t they fall in alternate states (talkspurts and 
silences) independently. A sample of such sources is shown in r  ig. 5.2, three such sources
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are presented, although they are independent in issuing of talkspurts and silence, but overall 
characteristics of these are close to the real sources. These characteristics were tested by 
initialising each Markov model with different seeds and then the statistical measures, such as 
means, standard deviations, rates of talkspurts and silences were computed. It was observed 
that these measures are in close with themselves and with the real source VAD (on-off) 
pattern.
6.0
5.0
4.0
activity 3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0
0.0 50.0 100.0 150.0
no of frames
Figure 5.2: Talkspurts and silence representation by Markov model
5.5.1 Dynam ic Talker A ctiv ity  Analysis
Assuming tha t each sources as shown in Fig. 5.3 issuing talkspurts and falls into silent 
states on a random basis. The arrival of traffic at the input of the multiplexer can be 
approximated by Poisson process. The analysis of the traffic arrival at the multiplexer as 
shown in Fig. 5.2, can be performed by a simple binomial process for the steady state 
probability of the number of active talkers k at any time instant of T/. Assuming n talkers 
with each talker switching alternatively between talkspurts and silences. Let the random 
process a{t)  represents the number of talkers active k (i.e., issuing talkspurts) at a given
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time. The steady-state probability that a(t) =  k can be active found easily from the following 
formulation, the details of the analysis are given in [84]
P k = [ nk ) q k( l - q T - k =  b ( k , n , q)
Pk is the probability of k users issuing talkspurts, n is to tal number of users on the link and 
q is the activity factor of each user and can be computed from Eqn. 5.1.
The Fig. 5.3 and 5.4, illustrate the real scenario of the source talkspurts and their dynamic 
variations over the link for n =  9,10 users respectively. From this it is very difficult to 
determine and analyse the traffic load on the multiplexer. Instead, the traffic load is analysed 
and presented in the following sections. Although it can be observed tha t the talkspurts at 
any time instant reaches to a lower bound of 4 to an upper limit of n  th a t is, 9 users. The 
activity of intermediate numbers from 5 to 9 is higher. For the case of 10 users on the link the 
lower limit reaches to the 3 talkspurts occasionally and goes up to 10 users as shown in Fig. 
5.4. On average it is clear tha t 8 users would be issuing talkspurts have higher probability. 
As the number of users on the link is raised with the same proportion the number of active 
users issuing talkspurts is also increased. This is further proved by a detailed analysis of the 
traffic load on the system.
5.5.2 A nalysis of Traffic Load
Assuming re =  15, activity per user 80% and & = 1 . . .  re, the traffic load analysis for monologue 
speech is presented in Fig. 5.5.
It can be observed tha t given the above conditions, the highest probability is attained by 12 
users. It can also be noted that, the probability of having only 1 or n users active at any 
time instant Tf  is very low. For an arbitrary n the probabilities can easily be computed from
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Figure 5.3: Dynamics of load with 9 users
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Figure 5.4: Dynamics of load with 10 users
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Figure 5.5: Load analysis
the formulations as given in the above section. The probability of having active k users at 
any given time instant depends heavily upon the activity of each user and the number of 
users on the link. For example, given users n  =  15, and average activity of 40% per user 
the probability for k users is computed and presented in Fig. 5.6. Reducing the activity per 
users, k users which attained the maximum probability are 6.
5.5.3 Analysis of Speech Freeze-out on a Shared Thin R oute Link
Considering n  speech sources, each alternating between talkspurts and silences. Further 
assuming tha t these sources each transm it frames (packets) at the same constant rate (one 
every 20 ms) while in talkspurts and tha t no frames are transm itted during silences. All 
frames are assumed to contain an equal number of bits. Let these sources deliver frames to  a 
single multiplexer (switch) and share, with equal priority, a single output line whose capacity 
is such tha t a maximum of c frames can be transm itted every T f  (20 ms).
In a single T f ,  up to n  frames can be produced by the sources and up to c  frames can be
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Figure 5.6: Traffic load analysis
sent out on the channel. In some T f  more than c frames can be generated, and a queueing 
discipline must be established to  deal with the resultant excess frames. Since a large buildup 
of speech delay is intolerable, some limit on queue size or queueing time should be imposed. A 
scheme which will be considered here, limiting the duration of queueing such tha t no frames 
remain in the system for time longer than T f .  l î k  >  c frames are produced in T /, fc-c of these 
frames can be chosen among these k active talkers, and will be discarded. If k <  c frames 
are produced in an interval, all will be transm itted. The fractional frame loss associated with 
this scheme is easy to derive, and provides an over bound to the frame loss incurred in a 
scheme where overflow of frames occur. Given the above assumptions, the fraction of frame 
loss can be calculated quite easily for Eqn. 5.4. Over a long time durations M T f ,  where M  
is number of links, the to tal number of speech frames offered by the n talkers will be given 
by the ratio of Eqn. 5.2 to the Eqn. 5.1 [84].
n
F 'offered  =  ^  1 k b {k ^  (^ * 2 )
k—0
The number of frames discarded is given by Eqn. 5.2. and the resulting cutout fraction of
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frame losses can be computed by Eqn. 5.3.
■^discarded — ^  ]  (& c ) b { k ^  î l y p )
fc=c+ l
Floss  =  —  5 3  c)b ( k ,n ,p )
np k=c+l
(5.3)
(5.4)
It can be emphasised tha t the above analysis describes packet loss through a single switching 
(multiplexing) node, and does not deal with frame losses which might occur at additional in­
termediate nodes between the sources and the destination. Statistical analysis for monologue 
speech and results are presented in Fig. 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Numerical analysis for monologue speech
5.5.4 D SI Advantage Capability of LFR
The DSI advantage or gain achieved by frame discarding can be formulated as given in 
Eqn.5.5.
N
L F R d s i  =  5 3  ^ loss * (n ) (5.5)
n = l
For example, the Fioss =  3%, the to tal L F R d s i  can also be computed by 0.03 * n. For 
monologue speech q is around 80% so tha t the potential DSI advantage 1/q,  tha t is, 1.25.
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Figure 5.8: DSI advantage for monologue speech
However, the DSI system approaches this potential advantage only when a large number of 
circuits c > 40 are included in the shared group [34] [23] [85]. For smaller number of circuits, 
attem pts to achieve a DSI advantage close to 1/g will result in unacceptably high cutout 
fractions due to statistical fluctuations in the number of simultaneously active talkspurts. 
The full utilisation of these silences can only be achieved when number of users and the links 
are high enough to  be shared. Or the higher frame loss rate can be afforded. For example 
c =  9 the DSI advantage of 1.2 is achieved at the frame freeze-out of around 3%, but for 
c =  16, the DSI advantage of 1.31 is achieved at same loss rate as shown in Fig. 5.8.
The packet techniques [85] offer another mechanism for achieving a TASI (DSI) like advantage 
in speech multiplexing. The packetised speech multiplexer includes a buffer which accepts 
input speech packets from n off-hook callers. Speech activity detection is utilised, and each 
caller transm its packets only during talkspurts. The buffer is served by a single output 
channel with sufficient capacity to match the rate of c talkers simultaneously in talkspurts. If 
the number of active talkspurts momentarily exceeds c in the packet system, then rather then 
introducing delay in each users delivery [85] the packets are discarded. The DSI advantage 
can be increased at the expense of frame losses without an increase in delay at the cost of 
allowing higher packet losses. The lost packets can then be reconstructed at the receiver.
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5.5.5 Analysis for Conversational Speech
The analysis for conversational speech indicate tha t considering the activity of 40%, by 
increasing the channels c =  10, as shown in Fig. 5.10, the DSI advantage achieved at the 
same freeze-out frame rate is 2.10, for 3% frame loss rate. Whereas the achievable advantage 
is ^ =  2.5. For c =  9, as shown in Fig. 5.10, the DSI advantage of 1.90 can be achieved. The 
analysis indicate tha t more DSI advantage can be achieved for higher number of links at less 
frame loss rate.
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Figure 5.9: Statistical analysis for conversational speech
Comparing these results of DSI advantage for the speech activity of 80%. It can be observed 
th a t the DSI advantage of 2.10 can be achieved at a frame loss of around 3%, whereas for 
monologue speech an advantage of 1.25 is attem pted for similar loss rate.
5.6 Concept of Frames Discarding
In statistical multiplexing users are basically allocated bandwidth less than their actual peak 
requirements, that is, they are allowed bandwidth for transmission during talkspurts. As. 
the number of users are increased higher than the output link capacity. The simultaneous
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Figure 5.10: DSI advantage for conversational speech
talkspurts from k users are also increased. During higher activities, some user’s talkspurts 
have to be delayed or blocked. For delay sensitive services such as real-time speech, the 
higher delay cannot be afforded. The alternative approach is that some callers information 
have to be discarded. The discarded information can be reconstructed at the receiver. The 
schemes doing this jobs are known as LFR. Discarding frames during over loading can be 
scheduled many ways, frame discarding based on perceptual importance of speech is believed 
to produce better quality on higher frame discarding rates than random frame discarding.
5.6.1 Random Frame Discarding
Simplest method among frame discarding approach is the random technique. During higher 
activities, when k — c >  1. From k active users k — c users are randomly picked, the trans­
mitting and receiving sides are informed about the losses to their respective users. For each 
such loss the LFR at both the sides are activated and reconstruction of the discarded frames 
is carried out so that the codecs at both sides can operate in synchronisation.
The main disadvantage of random frame discarding is tha t, during momentary overloading 
consecutive frame losses can occur, and the same user can suffer adjacent frame loss. For
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low bit rate CELP or PRELP coders 3% random frame loss can be acceptable but, beyond 
this the speech quality degrades abruptly, and can not be afforded. The limit of this scheme 
approaches when n is raised high enough as indicated by analysis of the system in Fig. 5.7. 
For example, considering c =  9, and n =  15. Each user would receive 20% F)oss, i.e. every 
4th frame will be discarded. Such a loss can not be afforded for any low bit rate coders. In 
the same Fig. 5.8. it can also be observed tha t n =  11, the loss rate is around 2%. Hence the 
DSI advantage achieved at 2% frame loss is 1.22 which is close to  the achievable advantage 
of 1.25.
5.6.2 Cyclic Frame Discarding
The discarding of caller frames on a random basis have no control to  avoid the adjacent frame 
losses. Generally it is observed and presented in [4] tha t loosing consecutive frames of speech, 
the quality degrades much quicker than loosing individual frames. This problem is tackled in 
a cyclic and regulated methodology. Frame discarding is activated when & > c is observed. 
The frame discarding is started from the first active user and until the required users frames 
are completed. For example, assuming tha t only single user need to be dropped and the 
frame discarding pointer is sitting over the first users. It will drop its frame and jumps to the 
second users. The limitations of this approaches when the number of users are raised on the 
link much higher so tha t the frame discarding pointer completes a cycle in shorter duration 
and results in a closer frame discarding.
5.6.3 Criterion Based Frame Discarding
The random and cyclic frame discarding techniques do not consider the perceptual importance 
of speech frames while discarding frames during over loading periods. In the criterion based 
frame discarding the less annoying speech frames for discarding are considered. Three crite­
rion are designed and simulations are carried out without multiplexing and their utilisation 
within multiplexing environment. Two of them are based on time domain objective measures 
and the third in frequency domain. These criterion are simulated for those sources which 
are represented by two state Markov models. The simulation of such criterion is discussed in
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detail in succeeding sections.
5.6.4 M ean Square Error Difference
The means square error criterion have been used for evaluating the performance of the LPC
based speech coding algorithm over many years to evaluate coding efficiency. Assuming tha t
each source is active and issuing talkspurts frame by frame. If s(n)  is coded speech and
srec(n) is reconstructed speech then M sqr- err is computed as given in Eqn. (5.6).
I N 2
M Sqi— err ~  "77 ^  ] ^ ( t î )  S7.ec( î l )  (5.6)
7 1 = 1
Where N  is speech frame size. For modelling M srq- err, a database is prepared from speech 
material more than a minute. The M sqr- err is considered as a loss criterion in multiplexing 
environment. For each frame of speech represented by Markov model as talkspurt, a random 
value corresponding to  tha t frame is generated. In the case of over loading on the link the 
user indicate minimum value is selected for discarding its frame first.
5.6.4.1 Modelling and Simulation of Mean Square Error
The need of mean square error modelling arise for those users who does not carry real speech. 
The distribution functions of both real and simulation are shown in Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12. 
A popular method of distribution fixing applied is acceptance and rejection method [20]. The 
step by step simulation of mean square error criterion is presented below:
• It is assumed tha t the M sqr- err has a distribution close to Gaussian and each value of 
M sqr- err is called X .
• The random deviate x is generated from a Gaussian distribution in the range of 1 to 
20.
• Another number xx,  was generated similarly, in the rang of 1 to 100. Both these 
numbers were multiplied to get xxx.  The multiplication of more than 1 random numbers 
generated from similar distribution results in a similar distribution.
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• The number y y y  is obtained similarly as xxx  is obtained.
• At any time instant y y y  <  xxx ,  then xx x  was accepted otherwise it is rejected.
• A staggered scaling was further applied on accepted x x x  numbers, such a way that any 
x x x  >  780 was divided by a factor of 1.45.
• Finally each value of xx x  was scaled by a factor of 1.63.
These scaling factors were found with a rigorous experimentations during the simulation of 
mean square error criterion. There were two main reasons why staggered approach has been 
applied for simulation.
1. The M sqr- err occupies a huge dynamic range of values. Due to the variations of the 
criterion, with a single distribution the statistical measures such as mean and standard 
deviation can not be obtained close to the original database.
2. The other reason is to facilitate the data within the limitation of Communication Sys­
tems Software Analysis Package (COSSAP) in which, the simulation was carried out.
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Figure 5.11: Probability distribution function of original and simulated mean square error
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5 .6 .5  E n e rg y  A s a  C r i te r io n  fo r  F ra m e  D is c a rd in g
Energy differences of both, original speech s(n) and reconstructed srec(n) is another criterion 
for frame discarding. It provides a support to the mean square error as a criterion but also 
is an evaluating method of perceptually importance of the speech frames. It is believed tha t 
those reconstructed frames provide less difference of energies with original frame are the best 
candidates for discarding these frames. If those frames are discarded during congestion over 
the link, the higher percentage of frames can be tolerated.
N
D i f f energy — ^  ^rec(^) (5.7)
7 1 = 1
The less difference of the original and reconstructed speech frame can be interpreted such 
tha t, most of the energy of tha t particular frame can be recovered by the reconstruction. 
That means the information loss could be less if those frames are discarded.
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5.6.5.1 Modelling and Simulation of Energy Criterion
The statistics and the pdf of original database generated from the speech sources indicate a 
high range of D i f f energy,  as shown in Fig. 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Probability distribution function for original and simulated energy differences
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Figure 5.14: Cumulative distribution function of original and simulation
The simulation of the energy criterion is presented as follows:
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• A number x generated between values 1 to 31700 from Gaussian (normal distribution).
• Another number xx  is generated within the same range i.e. from 1 to 31700.
• The xxx  is obtained by multiplication of æ * xx,  which can occupy any value inclusive
1 to 109, when both generate 1, or 31700 simultaneously.
• Similarly y y y  is obtained within the same range.
• If x x x  <  yyy ,  it is accepted otherwise rejected.
Further scaling is carried out to  meet the targeted statistical measurements.
• If x x x  > 18482, xx x  is divided by 3050.
• If x x x  > 90500, it is scaled by 74.
• If x x x  > 1 4 *  106 it is scaled with 3.25.
The staggered scaling has been applied and the model generated D i f f energy is statistically 
found close to the original database. The pdf and cdf of the energy criterion simulation is 
shown in Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14 respectively. They indicate a good fit between simulation 
and data.
5.6.6 LPC Envelope Difference Criterion
The objective measures due to spectrum envelope distortion are computed by LPC analysis, 
which has already been used in speech recognition [50].
The LPC envelope distance measure is in frequency domain, the LPC envelopes of s(n) and 
reconstructed srec(n)  are computed by LPC inverse filtering speech. Then the Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) of the LPC coefficients represent the LPC envelope. For each active speech 
frame and its reconstructed frame the LPC envelopes are obtained and the difference of these 
is the LPC envelope distance measures.
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5.6.6.1 Modelling of LPC Envelope Difference or Distance
As is the case of other two criterion, this modelling facilitates the use of the model generated 
values of the LPC envelope distance.
• x and xx  are generated between 1 and 8; both from different random number generators.
• xx x  is obtained by æ * xx.
•  Similarly y  and y y  are generated between 1 to 8 and 1 to 9 respectively.
• y y y  is obtained by multiplication of both y  * yy.
• x x x  < y y y  is accepted otherwise it is rejected.
• Finally xx x  > 5 is divided by a factor of 3.0. The resultant is a value for this measure. 
The pdf and cdf for this measures are shown in Fig. 5.15 and 5.16 respectively.
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Figure 5.15: Probability distribution function of original and simulated LPC envelope differ­
ences
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5.7 Concluding Remarks
For low traffic and low density routes the statistical multiplexing is the most suitable tech­
nique to utilise the bandwidth of any communication link efficiently. For speech the band­
width efficiency achievable is proportional to 1 /ç factor, where q is the activity of the speech. 
Exploiting the activities and statistically multiplexing speech talkers the higher bandwidth 
efficiency can be gain. The concept of delay in the system and delay related efficiency has 
been studied extensively and a comprehensive analysis is reported [24].
The idea of packet discarding has been introduced and a comprehensive mathematical analysis 
for two voice services, monologue and conversational speech through a thin route link has 
been investigated rigorously. The DSI advantage for routes carrying both services, for various 
frame loss statistics has been studied. Five such strategies are thoroughly simulated, out of 
these, three schemes are based on criterion upon which the excessive users are chosen for 
frame discarding, are deeply investigated and simulation of the criterion are presented.
C hapter 6
NETWORKING ISSUE
6.1 Introduction
The bandwidth efficiency of a frame or packet based multiplexer system is often evaluated in 
terms of DSI advantage achieved either introducing delay in the system, or discarding frames 
during higher activity periods. The proposed multiplexing system simulation is based on the 
la tter (frame discarding) concept and is introduced newly in the area of multiplexing. The 
speech quality suffers due to frame discarding and the quality becomes perceptually annoying 
beyond a certain frame loss rate. Loss of speech frames is compensated for by reconstructing 
the discarded frames. The degree of quality deterioration can be measured either by an 
objective test procedure in time, frequency domain or by listening judgements. Techniques 
have been developed however, which provide alternative approaches, such as MOS related 
numerical measures [49] [69].
In section 6.2 a brief methodology of measuring speech quality in simulation has been de­
scribed in which the frame loss effects are evaluated. In section 6.3 the random frame discard­
ing technique and performance in terms of DSI advantage, is described. Description of the 
cyclic frame discarding technique and its performance is presented in section 6.4. The first 
criterion based scheme, mean square error, is evaluated in section 6.5. Section 6.6 is based on 
the simulation in which frames are discarded on the energy difference in original and recon­
structed frame. In section 6.7, the last criterion based scheme, which is in frequency domain;
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spectral envelope measure and frame discarding results are presented. Finally section 6.8, is 
the conclusion of this chapter.
6.2 Strategy of Speech Q uality Evaluation M ethods in Lossy 
M ultiplexing
Many techniques have been developed for high bit rate speech coding whether to  evaluate 
quality or to optimise bit rate of coding algorithms. These techniques are in both objective 
and subjective form. For subjective quality evaluation a huge number of listeners is required. 
This is not only time consuming but also not economical and laborious. Techniques of quality 
assessment which over come subjective test procedure are developed to save time and require 
less effort to approximate MOS test results [49].
In order to optimise the multiplexer throughput in terms of DSI advantage, the quality of 
service is a parameter which needs to be considered in order that the link capacity may be 
determined. The quality of service itself is influenced by two factors: activity and the number 
of users allowed on the link. For quality assessment in simulations, SNRseg and CD, results 
will be presented. For the subjective test procedure MOS tests on experienced subjects are 
conducted and results are presented for each simulation scheme.
6.3 M ultiplexer Design for Random  Frame Discarding
One of the five simulations of the proposed multiplexer system is optimised for random 
frame discarding. The frame of talkspurts are only discarded during higher activities; i.e. 
when the talkspurts total capacity exceeds link capacity. Assuming that n >  c condition 
is satisfied, then user speech is discarded as follows: A random number is drawn from a 
uniform distribution so that each user is selected on “equally likely basis” . The number 
drawn corresponds to  the identification (ID) number of a user. For this each user ID and 
activity are checked. If the user is declared in silence, then another user ID is generated for 
one who is actually issuing talkspurts, and a frame from talkspurts is then discarded. Since
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it is difficult to predict, in advance, which user will be active during Tp +  1, i.e. the next 
frame period, or vice versa, for each Tp, IDs of all the users are generated and the frame 
discarding algorithm will only be operational for active users. The loss of frame is conveyed 
to the transm itter and receiver and a substitute for their information is provided by activating 
LFR.
6.3.1 Random  Frame Loss and D SI Advantage
The frame loss verses number of users for this design is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. For 10 
users, analysis indicates no loss but simulation graphs indicate lower than 1% frame loss. 
Around 3% and 1% loss is indicated for 11 users as shown in analysis and simulation graphs 
respectively. Similarly, for 12 users, the frame loss for analysis is around 5%, whereas, for 
simulation it is around 2%. As long as the number of users are below 13, the frame loss 
received by the users are within acceptable range, tha t is around 3%. As the number of users 
on the link is raised to  15, both analysis and simulation suffer a huge loss. It is believed tha t 
if the number of users increased high enough both analysis and simulation loss statistics come 
close to each other. Inorder to prove statistical analysis the simulation has to  be carried out 
for a longer interval than used for this simulations. Infect tha t needs a lot of storage and 
processing capabilities.
Similarly as shown in Fig. 6.2 the DSI advantage of 1.33, corresponding to a frame loss rate 
of 2%, can be achieved. Analysis indicate a DSI advantage of 1.33 for 5% frame loss. The 
long term duration and simulation will bring these results close to each other.
6.3.2 Speech Q uality O bjective M easures
Five different speech utterances are included for objective and subjective measures, these 
consists of a mixture of speech uttered by male and female speakers. Fig. 6.3 shows the 
SNRseg for all speech utterances.
It can be observed tha t the real source utilises all utterances for simulation and frame dis-
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Figure 6.1: Losses in random multiplexer simulation
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Figure 6.2: DSI advantage verses frame loss in random multiplexer simulation
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Figure 6.3: SNRseg graphs for various data hies in random multiplexer simulation
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Figure 6.4: Cepstrum distortion for random multiplexer simulation
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carding mechanism pick the users on random bases during higher activities. It is fact that 
increasing input load on the multiplexer input will cause additional loss for every user. Be­
cause having more users on the link, causes higher number of user active simultaneously. As 
experienced in simulation, for having 12 users on the link for this scheme 2% frame loss is 
received. Whereas for 10 users on the link loss is lower than 1%, that is only a single frame 
loss after a few hundred frame durations was observed.
Considering SNRseg without any loss, tha t is at 9 users on the link, and for 12 users on the 
link a drop of 1 dB is received for all speech segments.Similar segments for 10 users on the 
link receives a fraction of it. Infect this is due to the low number of frame discarding for 
10 users. The SNRseg reduces very slowly up to  12 users. As soon as additional users are 
allowed on the link, the graphs “ a-e ” indicate a sharp decay in the SNRseg and distortion 
around 3dB, maximum is received for additional 3 users, tha t is 15 users on the link.
The CD results as shown in Fig. 6.4. reflect the distortion measure for corresponding speech, 
it was observed tha t for 12 users only a fraction of 1 dB distortion is received by each speech 
utterance. After increasing more users from 12 to 15, maximum of 2 dB Cepstrum distortion 
is received by each individual source That is due to higher loss of 4% frame suflfered by each 
source as observed in simulation.
6.3.3 Subjective Measures
The MOS test score is presented in Table 6.1, around 20 experienced subjects were engaged 
in the test. The speech files were randomly arranged for each participant. The score were 
obtained on a grading procedure in the range of 5 excellent, tha t means speech quality does 
not suffer from any clicks, energy blasting and whispering at all and perceived clean by 
the listeners. The score 4 is good speech quality, which is again found clear and without 
whispering, but does nor achieve the cleanness of excellent quality. The score 3 is fair, tha t 
means speech is clear, without clicks, pops and blasting but speech is intelligible. The score 2 
is poor tha t contains roughness and possibly occasional clicks and energy blasting. The last 
score category is bed and is received MOS score 1, is the bad quality, that contains frequent
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energy blasting, whispering and damaged speech.
In the MOS result obtained by playing speech material without VAD activating all speech 
utterances attained a score between 3.6 and 4.0 maximum. Ideally these should all score a 
similar value. This may be achieved by increasing the range of listeners beyond the number 
of users took part in the test. It is im portant to note tha t after 12 users, the listeners scored 
all utterances close to  poor and bad quality, that is, 2 and 1 respectively.
users hie (a) hie (b) hie (c) hie (d) hie (e) VAD
3.8 4.0 3.8 4.0 3.6 OFF
9 3.5 3.8 3.5 3.5 2.7 ON
10 3.0 3.5 3.0 3.0 2.5 ON
11 2.8 3.2 3.0 2.7 2.2 ON
12 2.5 3.1 3.0 2.2 2.2 ON
13 1.8 2.5 2.5 2.0 2.0 ON
14 1.6 2.0 1.8 1.8 1.5 ON
15 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.5 ON
Table 6.1: MOS results for random design
In Tables 6.1-6.4, hie (a), hie (b), hie (c), hie (d) and hie (e) are all monologue speech material 
stored. Each one have different speech material. Some of them include a male and female 
in single hie, and others are only male or female speech. The idea here is to have a speech 
material which can be representative of real life. The same speech material is used for all 
types of simulations involved in this work presented in this thesis.
6.3.4 M erits and D em erits of Random Design
1. Simplicity is the advantage of this scheme, especially for frame discarding mechanism, 
only a uniform random number generator is required to generate an identihcation num­
ber.
2. The m ajor disadvantage is the lack of organised control over frame discarding and 
resultant successive frame loss. In fact, consecutive frame loss is more damaging than 
scattered individual frame loss [4].
3. The lack of perceptual tendency is another problem which is not considered during 
frame loss.
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4. The short coining of LFR is another limitation as all the speech segments can not be 
reconstructed with similar efficiency. The lack of performance at the transitional region 
of signal cause severe distortion.
The activity factor and user number are limiting factors. The former of the two on average 
is assumed to be fixed to 80%, the latter, is an adjustable factor and varies with time. An 
additional user would cause extra loss of frames, such graphs are shown in Fig. 6.1 in which 
frame loss rate verses users is plotted.
6.4 Cyclic Frame Discarding M ultiplexer Design
Adjacent frame losses have been encountered in the random scheme. By regulating tha t loss 
better performance can be achieved. The problem of loss of adjacent frames is tackled by a 
frame discarding mechanism in which the loss frame control mechanism goes through all the 
active users first and only then returns to discard the next frame. Two control parameters 
are set to accomplish this task: one to  monitor the activity and another to discard frames as 
follows:
1. A loss pointer is set at the first user at the beginning. As soon as higher activity is 
informed to the pointer, a single frame is discarded.
2. After discarding the current positioned user frame, the loss pointer jumps to the next 
active user in the queue and discards a frame and so on, until the required number of 
frames is discarded.
Successive frame loss may occur only when the number of users on the link is: (a) raised high 
enough and (b) all users are active simultaneously for a longer duration.
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6.4.1 Frame Loss for Cyclic Design
A comparison of frame loss statistics for analysis and simulation is shown in Fig. 6.5. The 
graph indicates consistency in the frame loss statistics. Although for 11 users 3% frame loss 
is received which is higher than the random technique for the same number of the users. But 
this scheme is still expected to perform better than the random scheme, which is proved in 
the next sections.
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Figure 6.5: Cyclic frame losses
The DSI advantage, as shown in Fig. 6.6, that can be achieved at the expense of 3% frame 
loss is 1.33. Higher advantage can be obtained for additional loss if the quality of speech can 
be maintained.
6.4.2 O bjective D istortion Measures
Discarding frames in a deterministic scheduled manner smoothes distortion. The chance of 
successive frame loss is completely eliminated and intensive distortion caused by adjacent loss 
does not exist any longer. This makes the cyclic scheme superior to the random scheme. The 
SNRseg, shown in Fig. 6.7, indicate a smooth decay in SNRseg for almost all users. Com-
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Figure 6.6: DSI advantage for cyclic multiplexer
paring utterance “b” , for example, as shown in the Fig. 6.7 and the corresponding utterance 
for the random scheme. For the cyclic technique only a I d B  reduction is experienced, but 
5dB  reduction is indicated, in simulation, for the random scheme as shown in Fig. 6.3. The 
CD graph is shown in Fig. 6.8, for the same utterance “b” in the random scheme receives 
2.2dB  distortion, but a similar utterance met l . l d B  distortion in the cyclic scheme.
6 .4 .3  M O S  R e s u l ts  in  C y c lic  M u lt ip le x e r  S im u la tio n
The MOS results are indicated in Table 6.2 for this design. Generally score results indicate a 
smooth decay in speech perception. It is im portant to note tha t the deterioration with users 
does not cause an abrupt change in the distortion. This is due to the fact that the loss of 
frames was regulated. Comparing these results for 12 users in the random scheme in Table 
6.1, the results for the cyclic scheme were observed better and have achieved higher scores 
for all the utterances. The utterance “b” scored highest. It is interesting to note how the 
score attend by different utterance varies, for example, at 9 users. The reason for such scores 
is caused by at least two factors, first, the number of people for the opinion test could be 
more, and second, VAD, could be causing clipping to  the utterance talkspurts. Since we are 
limited in bandwidth the upper bound of hangover is 4 frames. W ith hangover increase for
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Figure 6.7: SNRseg distortion for cyclic multiplexer simulation
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Figure 6.8: Cepstrum distortion for cyclic multiplexer simulation
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additional frames the utterances could be closer to each other.
users hie (a) hie (b) hie (c) hie (d) hie (e)
9 3.5 3.8 3.5 3.5 3.0
10 3.5 3.8 3.0 3.5 2.5
11 3.0 3.8 3.0 3.0 2.5
12 3.0 3.5 2.7 2.5 2.0
13 2.2 3.0 2.7 2.5 2.0
14 2.0 2.7 2.0 2.0 1.7
15 1.0 2.0 1.5 1.2 1.2
Table 6.2: MOS for cyclic multiplexer simulation
6.4.4 M erits and D em erits of Cyclic Frame discarding
1. The main advantage of this scheme comes from regulating the loss of frames. The 
scattered loss gives the transm itter and receiver employing codecs a chance to recover 
from loss of memories before receiving the next loss. A smooth decay in the SNRseg 
and CD distortion is indicated in Fig. 6.7 and 6.8 respectively. The effect of frame loss 
perceptually was not as severe as the random scheme.
2. This scheme discards frames as required without of considering the perceptual impor­
tance of speech material at the moment of discarding. Consequently, sensitive (frames 
with higher perceptual importance) and non sensitive frames (frames with lower per­
ceptual importance) can equally be discarded. This is a major drawback of this scheme.
6.5 Speech Frame Sensitivity Based on M ean Square Error 
Criterion
It is believed tha t any reconstructed speech frame results in a smaller Mean Square Error 
difference, will be less distorting than to those of higher difference frames. The smaller 
difference can only be achieved for those frames which can be reconstructed better. Therefore, 
those frames could be (a) less annoying for perceptual speech if discarded, because their near 
optimum replacement can be achieved, (b) the higher percentage of frame loss can be allowed. 
To further investigate this idea, M sqr- err based experiments are carried out in such a way 
tha t a threshold against M sqr- err was set as shown in Fig. 6.9. If any active speech frame and
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its duplicate (reconstructed), was below that threshold, a frame was assumed discarded and 
replaced by a substituted version. For various threshold settings the loss of frame received 
and effect on quality of these losses were observed.
12.0
10.0
M_sqr-err
8.0
I
CD 6.0
4.0
2.0
0.0
0 .0  10.0 20 .0  30 .0  40 .0  50 .0  60 .0  70 .0  80 .0  90 .0  100.0
m ean square error threshold
Figure 6.9: Mean square error verses frame loss threshold
As soon as the threshold is raised to a numerical value of 50, 11% frame loss is received and 
distortion slowly deteriorates the quality. Table 6.3, indicates SNRseg, it can be seen tha t 
even at 11% frame loss SNRseg degrades slowly. For example, maximum distortion received 
by " b ” utterance was l A d B .  For all other utterances distortion is a fraction of IdB .  At 
higher thresholds (higher sensitive frame), 3% frame loss, is more distorting than 7% frame 
loss of low sensitivity frames. Similarly, the CD and MOS measures are shown in Table 6.4 
and 6.5. The CD distortion and MOS results for higher sensitive frames at 3% indicate low 
performance than 7% frame loss for less sensitive frames. The upper bound potential of the 
mean square error sensitivity based frames discarding idea could be up to 7%.
6.6 M ean Square Error Criterion for M ultiplexer Sim ulation
The conceptual block diagram of the criterion based scheme is shown in Fig. 6.10. A real 
source is connected on the link and remaining sources are simulations. For generating mean
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threshold file (a) file (b) file (c) file (d) file (e) frame loss
10 5.9 7.4 4.9 5.0 4.5 0.03
20 5.9 7.3 4.4 5.1 4.4 0.05
30 5.8 7.0 4.3 4.7 4.1 0.07
40 5.7 6.2 4.4 4.7 4.0 0.09
50 5.1 6.0 4.0 4.9 3.5 0.11
1300+ 5.0 6.7 4.3 4.8 4.0 0.03
Table 6.3: SNRseg for mean square error sensitivity
threshold file (a) file (b) file (c) file (d) file (e) frame loss
10 3.7 3.1 6.0 5.6 6.7 0.03
20 3.8 3.2 6.1 5.6 6.7 0.05
30 3.7 3.4 6.2 5.6 6.9 0.07
40 3.9 3.3 6.2 5.8 7.0 0.09
50 4.1 3.6 6.3 5.9 7.3 0.11
1300+ 4.1 3.6 6.3 5.7 7.2 0.03
Table 6.4: Cepstrum distortion
threshold file (a) file (b) file (c) file (d) file (e) frame loss
10 3.5 3.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 0.03
20 3.5 3.5 3.0 3.0 2.5 0.05
30 3.2 3.5 3.0 2.2 2.0 0.07
40 2.2 3.5 2.7 2.2 1.5 0.09
50 2.0 3.2 2.5 2.0 1.5 0.11
1300+ 2.5 2.5 2.2 2.2 1.5 0.03
Table 6.5: MOS for sensitivity of mean square error
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square error value for each simulated source, a simulation model is provided, which generate 
values on a random basis. For real source, the encoding module computes mean square error 
when talkspurt is present.
MultiplexerSpeech Encoder 
and mean square 
error criterion□ □ 
□ □ Output 
bit stream
Criteiions
mean square 
error
Energy
diffirences
markov
model
spectrum
distortion
Figure 6.10: Conceptual block diagram for criterion based multiplexers
During higher activities, frame loss control hunt through all users and the less sensitive user 
speech frame is discarded. More than one user can receive frame discarding in a single Tp , if 
it is required to do so. For this, the user hold next minimum mean square error is selected.
6.6.1 Frame Loss R ate and DSI Advantage For M ean Square Error Based  
M ultiplexer Design
The frame loss rate verses users for mean square error criterion based multiplexer simulation 
is shown in Fig. 6.11. Frame loss received for 11 and 12 users, in simulation, is 2% and 
3% respectively. For the same number of users analysis indicates about 3% for 11 users, 
however, loss doubles for 12 users in analysis. The DSI advantage of 1.22 to 1.33 is achieved 
as indicated by Fig. 6.12. Similarly for higher number of users, 13 to 15, the DSI advantage
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of 1.44 to 1.77 can be achieved if frame loss up to 14% can be accepted.
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Figure 6.11: Number of users verses frame loss
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Figure 6.12: DSI advantage 
6 .6 .2  O b je c t iv e  Q u a li ty  M e a s u re s
Fig. 6.13 show the SNRseg for the mean square error multiplexing scheme. The graph “ a 
” speech utterance receives minimum distortion of I d B  only. Similarly, graph “ e ” , speech 
receives worst SNRseg distortion. Overall, the range of SNRseg varies between I d B  to 3dB  
loss in this scheme. Similarly, for CD measure, the worst effected speech is again “ e ” , this 
receives a distortion of 3dB.  The range of distortion varies between 0.5dB  and 3(LE?.
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n
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Figure 6.13: Segmental signal-to-noise ratio distortion
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Figure 6.14: Cepstrum distortion
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6.6.3 Subjective R esults
The MOS for this design is presented in Table 6.6. For example, for 12 users on the link, 
mean square error based frame discarding generally attained a better performance in MOS 
results. Similarly, for 15 users, though the quality is scored bad and poor, the mean square 
error based scheme still has a better score than the cyclic scheme.
users file (a) file (b) file (c) file (d) file (e)
9 3.5 3.8 3.5 3.5 3.5
10 3.2 3.8 3.2 3.0 3.0
11 3.2 3.8 3.2 2.5 2.0
12 3.0 3.7 3.2 2.5 1.7
13 3.0 2.2 2.0 2.2 1.7
14 2.7 2.2 2.0 2.2 1.5
15 2.0 2.2 1.7 2.0 1.5
Table 6.6: MOS for mean square in multiplexing
6.7 Energy Threshold Sensitivity for Frame Loss
Tests on the loss of speech frames based on the energy difference between original and re­
constructed speech is carried out. The results are indicated in Fig. 6.15, frame loss verses 
threshold. The idea behind this was two fold: to support the mean square error criterion 
and also observe the sensitivities of frame energies. As the threshold was raised beyond 105 
the effect of loss was getting severe, and approximately 8% frame loss was received. The 
remaining percentage frames carry variable degree of sensitivity. This shows two meanings 
(a) if only these frames can be discarded then objective and subjective distortions will not 
be too disturbing, (b) as long as a frames of below 105 threshold are discarded, the effect of 
loss would be minimal. That is the maximum capability of this criterion can be achieved at 
higher than 3% frame loss rate.
The SNRseg and CD are indicated in Tables 6.7 and 6.8 respectively. It can be observed in 
Table 6.7, tha t at 7% frame loss, all the speech utterances indicate more SNRseg, than only 
3% frame loss at 2 * 108 of threshold, as given in 10th row of the Table 6.7. Similarly for 
higher sensitivity frame loss of 3% receive generally higher CD than 7% of lower sensitive
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frame loss as shown in Table 6.8. The MOS result indicated in Table 6.9, shows tha t at 7% 
frame loss for lower bound threshold scored better than 3% upper bound frame loss.
12.0
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energy threshold
8.0
0)I 6.0
4.0
2.0
0.0
0.0 20000.0 40000.0 60000.0 80000.0 100000.0 120000.0
energy threshold
Figure 6.15: Energy threshold verses frame losses
threshold * 106 hie (a) hie (b) hie (c) hie (d) hie (e) frame loss
0.0005 6.1 7.9 4.9 5.2 5.0 0.005
0.0010 6.1 7.9 4.9 5.1 5.0 0.008
0.0015 6.0 7.9 4.9 5.1 4.8 0.012
0.003 6.0 7.8 4.9 5.0 4.8 0.019
0.006 5.7 7.3 4.8 5.0 4.8 0.029
0.01 5.7 7.3 4.8 5.0 4.4 0.035
0.03 5.6 7.2 4.7 4.9 4.3 0.054
0.05 5.5 7.2 4.5 4.9 4.3 0.07
0.10 5.4 6.6 4.4 4.6 4.3 0.08
200.0 4.9 7.0 4.8 4.8 - 0.03
120.0 - - - - 4.2 0.05
100.0 - - - 3.5 0.11
Table 6.7: SNRseg for energy criterion
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threshold *106 file (a) file (b) file (c) file (d) file (e) frame loss
0.0005 3.6 3.0 5.9 5.6 6.6 0.005
0.0010 3.6 3.0 5.9 5.6 6.6 0.008
0.0015 3.7 3.0 5.9 5.5 6.6 0.012
0.003 3.6 3.0 5.9 5.6 6.6 0.019
0.006 3.7 3.1 6.0 5.6 6.6 0.029
0.01 3.7 3.1 6.0 5.6 6.6 0.035
0.03 3.8 3.2 6.0 5.6 6.7 0.054
0.05 3.8 3.2 6.1 5.6 6.8 0.07
0.10 3.8 3.5 6.2 5.8 6.9 0.08
200.0 4.1 3.1 6.3 5.9 - 0.03
120.0 - - - - 7.2 0.05
100.0 - - - - 8.0 0.11
Table 6.8: Cepstrum distortion
threshold *106 file (a) file (b) file (c) file (d) file (e) frame loss
0.0005 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 0.005
0.001 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 0.008
0.0015 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 0.012
0.003 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.5 3.5 0.019
0.006 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.5 3.5 0.029
0.01 2.7 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.5 0.035
0.03 2.7 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 0.054
0.05 2.5 2.7 2.5 2.7 3.0 0.07
0.10 2.5 2.7 2.5 2.0 2.5 0.08
200.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 - 0.03
120.0 - - - - 1.0 0.05
100.0 - - - - 1.0 0.11
Table 6.9: MOS for energy sensitivity
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6.7.1 Frame Energy Criterion Based Frame Discarding in M ultiplexing  
Environm ent
Each frame of speech offers a variable degree of sensitivity. Those frames for which the 
difference between original and reconstructed version is less, are less sensitive and vice versa. 
It was concluded that the loss of frame with an energy difference below 105 has minor effects on 
speech. However, loss of frames with higher thresholds introduce severe distortions in speech 
and are annoying. Among all active user frames the one holding less energy is discarded, as 
it was already indicated for the previous criterion. The minimum in any Tp , does not mean, 
less sensitive as well. There is a chance of occasional higher sensitive frame loss. In this 
situation even a low percentage frame loss could be more damaging than higher percentage 
of less sensitive frame loss. This can be attem pted during frame discarding.
6.7.2 Frame loss and D SI Advantage For Energy Criterion
In Fig. 6.16 the frame loss rate verses users is indicated, with 10 users, neither simulation 
nor analysis receive frame loss. For 12 users, the loss rate for simulation is around 2%, but 
for analysis it goes to 6%. Thus the DSI advantage of 1.33 can be achieved at a loss of 2% 
of frames. Similarly for 13 users, as shown in the same Fig. 6.17, 4% frame loss is received, 
whereas analysis shows 12% frame loss.
2 5 . 0
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1 5 . 0
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Figure 6.16: Frame loss rate verses users in multiplexing
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Figure 6.17: DSI advantage 
6 .7 .3  O b je c t iv e  M e a s u re s
The Fig. 6.18 indicates the SNRseg. The graphs of all utterances decay slowly, the decrease 
in SNRseg varies for utterances between Id B  to AdB. The graph of SNRseg are less smooth 
than the mean square error criterion. Possibly the reason could be an attem pt to discard 
higher sensitive frames. The CD measure is shown in Fig. 6.19. It is interesting to note tha t, 
these graphs are smother than mean square error CD graphs.
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Figure 6.18: SNRseg measures for energy criterion
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Figure 6.19: Cepstrum distortion 
6 .7 .4  M O S  F o r E n e rg y  C r i te r io n  in  M u lt ip le x in g
The test scores are presented in Table 6.10, for energy based frame discarding. It is inter­
esting to note tha t at 12 users the MOS result is a bit lower than the mean square error 
criterion based frame discarding. This performance is better than the cyclic and random 
frame discarding schemes.
users hie (a) hie (b) hie (c) hie (d) hie (e)
9 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
10 3.5 3.5 3.0 3.5 2.7
11 3.0 3.5 3.0 3.7 2.7
12 3.0 3.5 3.0 3.7 1.7
13 2.5 3.5 2.2 3.0 1.7
14 2.5 2.5 1.5 2.5 1.7
15 2.0 2.5 1.5 2.0 1.5
Table 6.10: MOS of energy criterion in multiplexing
6.8 LPC Envelope D istortion Sensitivity
The sensitivity test for LPC envelope criterion is also carried out in a similar way to those 
of the previous two criterion. Fig. 6.20 indicates the threshold verses frame loss. The low
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sensitivity operational range of threshold can be around 2. The Tables 6.11 and 6.12 indicate 
the SNRseg distortion against threshold and loss rate. The threshold of 1 in Table 6.11 is the 
lower limit of frame sensitivities where 6% frame loss is received. When a threshold was set 
to 8, the frame received loss was 8%. It can be seen in Table 6.11, tha t 8% higher sensitivity 
frames cause more degradation in SNRseg than 6% frame loss of lower sensitivity frames. 
The corresponding CD measure is shown in Table 6.12 with respective thresholds.
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CD;
spectrum distortion 1
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0.0
1 . 0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4 .0
spectrum distortion threshold
Figure 6.20: LPC envelope sensitivity thresholds
threshold file (a) file (b) file (c) file (d) file (e) frame loss
1 3.8 5.4 3.7 4.0 3.0 0.06
15 5.7 7.3 4.6 4.6 4.6 0.01
10 5.1 6.9 4.1 3.6 4.2 0.03
8 3.4 5.2 3.3 3.4 2.8 0.08
Table 6.11: SNRseg for Ipc criterion for sensitivity measure
threshold file (a) file (b) file (c) file (d) file (e) frame loss
1 4.1 3.4 6.2 5.8 6.9 0.06
15 3.9 3.2 6.0 5.9 6.8 0.01
10 4.3 3.4 6.4 6.4 7.2 0.03
8 4.5 3.7 7.2 6.6 7.4 0.08
Table 6.12: Cepstrum distortion for Ipc sensitivity measure
The Table 6.13, indicates MOS results for LPC sensitivity to speech frames.
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threshold hie (a) hie (b) hie (c) hie (d) hie (e) frame loss
1 1.0 2.0 1.5 2.5 1.7 0.06
15 2.7 3.5 2.7 2.7 2.7 0.01
10 2.2 3.2 1.7 1.7 2.2 0.03
8 1.0 2.7 1.0 1.2 1.5 0.08
Table 6.13: MOS for Ipc envelope sensitivity 
6 .8.1 Frame Loss R ate and D SI advantage for LPC Spectrum  D istortion
Frequency domain objective measure of LPC envelope distortion criterion is the last of the 
criterion for frame discarding attem pted in this work. This criterion is simulated and each 
time, for active users, a random number representing envelope distortion is simulated. The 
user representing the minimum value, is the candidate for frame discarding.
As shown in Fig. 6.21, for simulation, 10 users suffer 2% frame loss, but no loss is indicated 
by analysis. For 11 users the loss of 3% received by both: analysis and simulation as shown in 
Fig. 6.21. For 12 users the loss of frame in simulation is 4% but the analysis graph indicates 
7% frame loss. Fig. 6.22 indicates the DSI advantage distortion criterion for simulation and 
analysis. The optimum DSI advantage could be 1.33, at the expense of 4% frame loss.
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Figure 6.21: Simulation and analysis verses frame loss 
6 .8.2 O bjective M easures for LPC Envelope Criterion
A varying degree of distortion is measured for various frame loss rates as shown in Fig. 6.23, 
it is noticed tha t 3dB  to  5dB  reduction in SNRseg is received. As shown in Fig. 6.24, the CD
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Figure 6.22: DSI advantage for Ipc envelope criterion
distortion maximum received by utterance “b” is around IdB . The distortion in CD graph is 
still smoothly decaying. This implies tha t (a) the frames discarded with longer intervals, (b) 
frames discarded are reconstructed close to the original frame and less distortion is penetrated 
in the signal.
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Figure 6.23: SNRseg for Ipc envelope distortion in multiplexing 
6 .8 .3  M O S  fo r  L P C  E n v e lo p e  C r i te r io n
The MOS results in this scheme indicate that up to 11 users the score is around 3. The 
performance of this scheme is inferior to the other criterion schemes. The score attained 
by this scheme is close to the random scheme. The two reasons may caused this, hrst high
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Figure 6.24: Cepstrum distortion for Ipc envelope distortion in multiplexing
frames discarding rate is received at 11 users and second the possibility of attempting higher 
sensitive frame does exits.
users hie (a) hie (b) hie (c) hie (d) hie (e)
9 3.5 4.0 3.5 4.0 3.2
10 2.7 3.5 3.2 3.7 2.5
11 2.7 3.5 3.0 2.2 2.0
12 2.0 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.5
13 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.5 1.5
14 1.7 1.7 1.5 1.5 1.2
15 1.0 1.5 1.2 1.2 1.2
Table 6.14: MOS results for Ipc envelope distortion in multiplexing
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6.8.4 Advantages and Disadvantage of Criterion Based Frame Discarding
Advantages:
1. The main advantage of the criterion scheme is the consideration of perceptual impor­
tance of frames. The random schemes fail to do so.
2. Discarding frames on criterion are less annoying.
3. Additional loss of frames can be allowed on the link.
Disadvantages:
1. The consecutive frame loss may occur and has been noticed.
2. Higher sensitive frames can also be discarded, depending upon the moment of frame 
discarding.
6.9 Concluding Remarks
Frame discarding is a fresh concept in the area of communications networking in general and 
for statistical multiplexing in particular. The thin route link capacity was simulated for low 
bit rate speech sources each with VAD operational. For occasional surge of user activities, 
the frame discarding algorithm becomes operational and a speech frame is discarded. Five 
schemes were introduced to perform frame discarding. Two schemes, based on random and 
cyclic frame discarding, the former of the two suffers consecutive loss and consequently more 
distortion is penetrated in the signal. The latter, overcomes consecutive loss by regulating 
frame loss and smoothes the distortion. Both schemes do not consider the perceptual impor­
tance of speech frames. The perceptual importance of frames was brought into practice by 
setting criterion, in time and frequency domain to consider the effectiveness of LFR for each 
individual speech frame. If it is necessary to discard frames, discarding these frames cause less 
distortion. But criterion based schemes suffer consecutive loss. This could be investigated
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further to regulate frame loss. Generally it is found tha t the criterion based schemes are 
superior to random schemes. The cyclic scheme performs close to criterion based schemes.
Chapter 7
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND  
FUTURE WORK
7.1 Pream ble
The subject of this thesis has been to simulate a thin route (64 kb/s) link by statistically 
multiplexing low bit rate speech sources. The factors considered in this thesis to  achieve 
maximum DSI advantage and optimise the link capacity are as follows
• Low bit rate speech source each of 6.4 kb/s.
• VAD for each source and utilising silence periods for active user data transmission.
• Frame discarding and use of LFR in STDM as a DSI technique.
The work focused mainly on a frame discarding concept, which was operational during higher 
traffic load. Five frame discarding techniques were studied namely, (a) random frame dis­
carding, (b) cyclic frame discarding and three criterion based schemes, (c) mean square error 
difference frame discarding, (d) energy difference based discarding and (e) LPC envelope 
distance based discarding.
In the following section a brief conclusion of the research achievements reported in this thesis 
are presented. This is followed by a short discussion on possible future work and suggestions 
for further improvements.
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7.1.1 Concluding O verview
This thesis consists of 7 chapters. The introduction and the concept of TASI and DSI and 
systems employing both, analogue and digital techniques respectively. These were detailed 
in chapter 1 — 2.
The performance of the systems employing these techniques was measured in TASI or DSI 
advantage, that is defined as the ratio of input sources to the output links. The maximum 
DSI advantage achievable for normal conversational speech was 2.5, considering the activity 
of conversant of 40%. For monologue speech mode, the activity factor is double than dialogue 
mode of speech, thus the DSI advantage achievable is 1.25. The maximum advantage in both 
modes of speech was directly influenced by two factors: activity factor, which was fixed and 
the limited output circuits.
The chapter 3 consists on speech source coding technique, mainly the issue of speech quality 
distortion of the coding algorithm, limitations and relevant issues. It was summarised tha t 
the limitation of the coding algorithm comes through all three building blocks upon which 
this algorithm was based.
In chapter 4 the development of tools and techniques upon which STDM based thin route 
link simulation carried out are presented. These mainly included, VAD, frame discarding 
technique and the role of LFR in multiplexing and networking. The speech temporal pa­
rameters were computed and the influence of VAD, with and without hangover on speech 
temporal parameters such as talkspurt, silence durations, mean and standard deviations were 
presented. It was found that the activity factor in speech was influenced by the hangover 
period. Similarly increasing hangover to 4 frames, the silences less than 4 frames were merged 
into talkspurts and silence durations were consequently reduced by the hangover period. It 
was observed tha t the rate of talkspurts was reduced by 50%, when hangover was increased by 
4 frames. The activity proportion was increased by 12% with the activity of the monologue 
speech raised to 80%. The VAD based statistics of the speech database was then employed 
for the simulation of VAD by a two state Markov model. This model was then used instead of 
real sources in multiplexer simulations. Only a single real source was used for speech quality
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assessment. Further in this part, the significance of LFR experiments for lossy multiplexing 
frame discarding environments was detailed and results were presented. It was proved tha t in 
a multiplexing environment the LFR can play a better role, by indicating the loss of frames 
or forced loss of frames to the transm itter and receivers employing codecs. These are then 
obliged to update filter memories and synchronisation of filter memories at both ends was 
maintained. The improvement of quality for objective and subjective measures was provided 
and error propagation to the next speech frames was confined to a limited region only.
The simulation results and suggestions for further work were spread over three chapter 5 - 7 .  
In these chapters, the application areas where the STDM system can be incorporated were 
briefly described, including the issue of ISDN. The operational scenario of simulations and 
assumptions, the coder bit allocation per frame and signalling possibilities were discussed. 
The detailed statistical analysis of the systems both: monologue and conversational speech 
was provided. It was proved that DSI advantage for a higher number of links can be achieved 
more at low frame discarding rates. For lower number of links, the DSI advantage can not 
be achieved as well as tha t achieved for higher links at the same frame loss rate. Analysis 
of the traffic load statistics indicated tha t a DSI advantage of around 2.0 can be achieved, 
considering only 9 links with a 3% frame loss. But for an additional link, tha t is for 10 
links, the DSI advantage of around 2.5 can be achieved with a similar frame loss rate, that 
was the maximum achievable advantage for conversational speech. This indicate tha t, frame 
discarding technique and the LFR play a significant role in maintaining quality and achieving 
higher DSI advantage. Five techniques of frame discarding were introduced in link simulation. 
The random frame discarding technique during higher activity periods suffered two major 
problems. First, the perceptual importance of speech frames were not considered, second the 
frame discarding mechanism was not regular, and consecutive frame loss was observed. Due 
to these reasons this scheme was rated inferior in performance. The problem of consecutive 
loss was tackled by the cyclic (deterministic) frame discarding technique. Instead of randomly 
discarding frames during a sudden surge of the traffic load, at least a single frame was forced 
to be dropped for each user, before any user suffered second frame drop. The advantage of 
this was observed tha t, until the number of users was low, the interval between two lost frames 
was high. The speech codecs employed at the transm itting and receiving sides were getting
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enough time to recover from the loss of frames and do the necessary processing before they 
suffer another loss. The second problem of the random scheme was tackled in the criterion 
based frame discarding scheme where the individual speech frames perceptual importance 
was considered during discarding. Three such criterion were simulated. Two in time domain; 
mean square error and energy difference between original and their duplicate, and the third 
in frequency domain the LPC envelope difference. The simulation was carried out so tha t for 
each simulation source (represented by Markov model), a random value representing criterion 
should be drawn. The simulation of these criterion was performed on a popular accepting 
and rejection method. These parameters were further scaled on a staggered basis so that 
their statistical characteristics were resembled with original source criterion. The probability 
distribution and cumulative distribution of these criterion were computed so tha t they can 
be approximately representative for respective criterion with a real source. The evaluation 
of the speech quality within different frame discarding scheme simulation was presented in 
chapter 6. SNRseg, CD and MOS measure were performed for speech quality assessment. It 
was found that generally a DSI advantage of 1.33 can be achieved at a 3% frame loss rate 
for monologue speech sources. The criterion based frame loss sensitivity experiments were 
carried out. The criterion were classified as low sensitive (criterion with lower differences) 
and higher sensitive (the criterion with higher differences). It was found tha t, when the lower 
difference frames were discarded even at 7% frame loss rate, speech quality was within a good 
quality range, and scored around 3, but for higher sensitive frames, at below 3% frame loss 
rate, quality was so annoying and perceptually scored low.
Some of the conclusions tha t can be drawn from this thesis and the above concluding overview 
are summarised below.
• Frame discarding technique and LFR were proved to be powerful techniques for band­
width savings. The DSI advantage of 1.33, can be achieved with a minimum loss of 
quality.
• DSI advantage of around 2.0 can be achieved for conversational speech, even at a low 
number of links for only 3% frame loss rate. This means on a 9 link system 18 users 
can be allowed.
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• Frame discarding technique in STDM link simulation system allows additional users 
at the expense of quality without additional delay and storage. For delay sensitive 
services, such as real time speech, the excessive delay can not be allowed but a bit 
degraded quality can be accepted.
• The discarding of speech frames based on the perceptual importance can help to curtail 
the effects of frame loss better than random frame loss.
• Generally, criterion based schemes perform close to the cyclic frame discarding tech­
nique. Even if successive frame loss occurs in criterion based schemes the performance 
is close to tha t of the cyclic scheme.
• Mean square error criterion was better than the two other criterion schemes, and also 
best of all schemes.
• The maximum potential of criterion schemes was around 7% of frame loss, above which 
the effect is not acceptable.
7.2 Future Work
The work presented in thesis can be further developed in several respects. Some generalised 
statements in this regard are given as follows:
• Generally, LFR fail at the transitional region of speech signal. Robust LFR can be 
designed in which the speech signal can be classified at least into two regions, steady 
state and transitional. Once they are classified during processing, the properly designed 
LFR can be applied to get better performance.
• In criterion based schemes, the loss of frame is only based on the criterion values 
obtained at specific moments of frame discarding. This leads to the successive loss of 
frames when, for the next frame the same users indicated less im portant speech. This 
can be avoided by regulating the frame loss. This will result in better quality and 
performance.
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• The quality of service and frame loss can be avoided by switching rates on the basis of 
loading condition.
• Speech segments carrying similar characteristics at any particular time can be identified 
among all users, on the basis of the characteristics of the segments. For such segments 
only a single segment can be transm itted and for other users tha t segment can be 
substituted at the receiving end.
• In cyclic frame discarding an improvement can be made by amending the loss frame 
mechanism in such a way tha t those users did not suffer a single frame loss during first 
time, have to be selected first for the next time, and then, every user is selected for 
next frame discarding.
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Abstract
To alleviate congestion at thin route multiplexers such as are used in VS AT systems, 
some transmitters are forced to drop speech packets. Receiver reconstruction of the lost 
speech invariably produces some quality degradation. In this letter, we exploit the knowl­
edge of dropped packets at the transmitter to mitigate this degradation.
1 Introduction
A thin route transmission link is a point-to-point link of limited capacity. Examples of such 
end-to-end connections include leased lines, VSAT links, and other private point-to-point radio 
links. To maximise the number of voice circuits carried by such low capacity links, multiplexors 
are often used to multiplex a number of low bit rate coded speech channels onto the link. To 
increase capacity even further, speech interpolation is often used. However, the number of 
outgoing voice links is often still limited by the bit rate of individual channels. A multiplexor is 
said to be congested when at any instance, the number of speech packets at its inputs exceeds 
the number that can be simultaneously transmitted via the outgoing link.
Low bit rate speech coders encode and transmit segments or frames of speech in packets. During 
transmission, some of these packets might be lost due to channel errors or congestion. It has 
been shown that such codecs can still provide reasonable speech quality even at a random frame 
loss rate (FLR) of 3% by employing lost speech frame reconstruction(LSFR) at the decoder [1]. 
When thin route multiplexors are congested, individual codecs can therefore be forced to drop 
some packets. Provided an effective LSFR technique is employed at the receiver and the FLR 
for each codec does not exceed 3%, reasonable speech quality can still be guaranteed.
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2 Lost Speech Frame R econstruction
The loss of a speech frame results in two forms of degradation at the output of the decoder:
1. Frame reconstruction error: This is the localised degradation at the output of the codec 
suffered by the reconstructed frame. An effective LSFR technique must seek to minimise 
this error objectively and/or perceptually.
2. Error propagation: Low bit rate speech decoders incorporate recursive filters whose mem­
ories become corrupted when a frame is lost. The corrupted memories tend to persist in 
the system, degrading the following frames. LSFR techniques must also seek to curtail 
this error propagation.
Many good schemes which largely solve the first problem have been reported [1, 2], The limi­
tations of most LSFR techniques therefore largely arise from the second problem. Transmitted 
speech packets or frames are said to be lost when (a) they arrive at the receiver and are found 
to have suffered an excessive channel bit error rate and so are not reliable for speech synthesis 
e.g in mobile communications; (b) when they are intentionally dropped by a network node due 
to congestion of its outgoing links e.g. in packet switched networks. Whilst in case (b) the 
network could inform the transmitter of this drop, the delay between transmitting the packet 
and receiving the information about its drop is often high, rendering this feedback useless to 
the transmitter in real-time telephony. In multiplexor applications however, the encoder is 
quite close to the multiplexor subsystem that makes the decision to drop speech frames. The 
encoder can thus be informed immediately a frame is dropped. In real-time telephony, the 
encoder cannot retransmit the frame. However, it can at least adjust all its filter memories, 
thus allowing encoding of the following frames to take account of the frame loss. This way, the 
error propagation that would otherwise arise from frame loss is curtailed.
3 Speech Quality in lossy m ultiplexors
Lossy multiplexor simulations were carried out with a 6.4kb/s PRELP [3] codec with random 
FLRs of 1% to 10%. Each 20ms speech segment was coded into a frame of 128 bits. The 
multiplexor was simulated as a random on/off channel which makes its on/off decision at 
the beginning of each frame. When the channel is ‘on’, speech frames from the encoder are 
transmitted to the decoder. When it is ‘off’, the decoder and/or encoder are flagged to indicate 
that the given frame was not transmitted. On reception of this flag, the decoder goes into a 
LSFR state which employs the algorithm described in [1]. If the encoder receives this flag, it 
first resets its memories to the state prior to encoding of the lost frame. Secondly, it emulates 
the LSFR process that would take place at the decoder to generate a new set of memories. It 
then continues as normal to encode the following frames. Fig. 1 shows a speech sequence in 
which frame n is lost. In comparing (c) and (d) with (a) and/or (b), it can be seen that the 
effect of reconstruction of frame n is almost completely eradicated for the transmitter-receiver 
LSFR in (d) before the end of frame n +  1. For the receiver-only LSFR in (c) however, the
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effect of reconstruction is still evident even by the end of frame n +  2. This is again seen in 
Fig. 2 which shows the frame S N R  degradation arising from LSFR. Whilst all frames are 
correctly received, this degradation is 0 dB. Immediately a frame is lost (and reconstructed), 
the degradation rises. As the succeeding frames are correctly received, the degradation slowly 
decays to 0 dB. On average, the period of decay is longer for the receiver-only than for the 
transmitter-receiver LSFR. Note however that the S N R  degradation in the latter case, does 
not actually return to zero. In objective and subjective tests however, this low level distortion 
is more tolerable than the error propagation arising from receiver-only LSFR.
The F L R  of the channel was set to various values and then the synthetic speech quality 
compared with that produced with F L R  =  0 both objectively and subjectively. Fig. 3(a) 
shows the log-cepstral distortion whilst Fig. 3(b) shows the S e g S N R  distortion for F L R  =  
1%, 3%, 5%, 7% and 10%. Each point was averaged over 20s of speech from a male and female 
speaker. In both plots, the darker bars show the receiver-only LSFR performance whilst the 
lighter bars show the transmitter-receiver LSFR performance. Clearly, the latter produces the 
superior performance.
Informal listening (mean opinion score) tests were also carried out with the synthesised speech. 
For these tests, three coded speech sequences, together of 48s duration, were used. Speech was 
synthesised at random FLRs from 1% to 7%, both with receiver-only and transmitter-receiver 
LSFR. The synthesised speech was then played back to each test subject with a different random 
play-back order for each subject. The test material for each subject included synthetic speech 
from both LSFR schemes. The results of these tests are tabulated in Table 1. Again, the 
transmitter-receiver LSFR scheme provides the superior performance at all rates.
4 D iscussion and Conclusion
The objective and subjective results show that resetting the encoder memories to take account 
of lost frames, when possible, improves the performance of LSFR. This improvement can either 
be exploited to improve speech quality in existing thin route multiplexors or to increase the 
carrying capacity of such thin routes whilst maintaining the speech quality. It must be noted 
however that during congestion, the multiplexor has to choose from amongst many the speech 
codec whose packet will be dropped. From the variation in the frame S N R  distortion in Fig. 
2, it is evident that some frames are easier to reconstruct than others. During encoding, the 
encoder can assess the ‘reconstructability’ of each frame and forward this to the multiplexor to 
enhance its decision process. Indeed, if only highly reconstruct able frames are dropped, speech 
quality would be maintainable for even higher FLRs. Studies are now underway to determine 
criteria by which the encoder can assess ‘reconstructability’.
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F ram e(n-l) Frame(n) Frame(n+1) Frame(n+2) 
(Lost)
(a) O riginal
(b) C oded
(c) R x-LSF R
(d) Tx-R x LSFi
Figure 1: Speech segment: (a)original, (b)coded (c)rx-only LSFR, (d)tx-rx LSFR
FLR 0% 1% 3% 4% 5% 7%
Rx LSFR 3.5 3.35 2.51 2.35 2.2 2.10
Tx-Rx LSFR 3.5 3.35 2.9 2.6 2.6 2.16
Table 1: LSFR MOS test results
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A ppendix B
Markov Model Application
Silence state modelling:
R l  =  E(cos2II x r l ) y //(2.0 x log(r2)) +  m  (B .l)
R1 can occupy any value between 0.0 and 1.0 inclusive.
s ils ta te  =  m ean silence  +  ( (E l — 0.5) * silen cesta n d iv  * 1.7) (B.2)
The Eqn. (B.2) “silstate” can acquire any value between 1 and 16 inclusive. This is translated 
into a silence duration of 1 or 16 frames respectively. To meet the targeted silence durations, 
further scaling has been performed on the “silstate” . If the “silstate” value lies between 12 
and 14, it is multiplied by a factor of 1.4. This results in a maximum “silstate” duration of 
19 frames. Any value above 14 is multiplied by a factor of 2.7. The maximum duration of 
silences that can be obtained is up to 43 frames.
The transition from silence to talkspurt state s -  a, is carried out as follows:
R2 =  X(cos 211 x x log(r4)) +  m (B.3)
R2 represents the probability of transition, this is compared with the real transition proba­
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bility tha t of 0.11 as computed in Eqn. (4.14). If R2 is less than 0.11, then the model stays 
in silence state and the silence duration “ silstate” is re-determined. Otherwise transition 
occurs and the model alternates to the talkspurt state.
Talkspurt state modelling:
Once the model is in talkspurt state the duration of talkspurts are determined as follows:
R3 =  E(cos2II x r l ) y //(2.0 x log(r2)) +  m  (B.4)
R3 can acquire any value between 0.0 and 1.0 inclusive.
ta lk s ta te  =  m ea n ta lk sta te  +  (R 3 -  0.5) * ta lk  s ta le s t an d iv  * 2.8 (B.5)
The “talkstate” value can vary between 4 and 78, no scaling is applied.
The transition from a - s i s  carried out on the probability of the transition which is generated 
as follows:
RA =  X(cos2II x r l)y f (2 .0  x log(r2)) +  m  (B.6)
R4 can acquire any value between 0.0 and 1.0 inclusive. This is compared with the transition 
probability of o -  s as computed in Eqn. (4.11) in chapter 4. If R4 is found to be less then the 
transition probability, then the model stays in active state. It was found during observations 
tha t for talkspurts the model stayed in active state for another period upon satisfying the 
condition of transmission. This resulted in talkspurt durations of up to 98 frames, which is 
only a single frame less than tha t of the measured duration of talkspurt s.
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